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Abstract
Radiotherapy uses the controlled delivery of ionising radiation to a tumour to treat cancer. To
achieve improved outcomes, accurate patient positioning is required to deliver the planned radi-
ation dose to the tumour while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. A number of techniques
have been developed to aid patient set-up ranging from immobilisation devices such as plastic
masks and vacuum bags, coupled with in-room lasers and the field light to position the patient.
These techniques rely on external markers and are limited in detecting changes in internal
anatomy. Image guidance techniques have been developed to allow visualisation of internal
patient anatomy at the treatment time allowing for set-up based on the position of the tumour.
A number of modalities exist for image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) such as kiloVoltage
X-ray imaging with an additional source and detector. However this can be a significant added
cost to the purchase of the linear accelerator (linac). MegaVoltage imaging uses the treatment
beam with an existing electronic portal imaging detector (EPID), which can facilitate IGRT
with no additional cost. However images are lower in quality and acquired with a higher dose
when compared with kV imaging. Cone beam CT (CBCT) is a 3D implementation of these
imaging modalities (kV or MV). It uses the gantry rotation and a flat panel detector to sample
projections of the patient from multiple angles which can then be used to reconstruct into a 3D
image set.
MegaVoltage Cone Beam CT (MVCBCT) can be a useful imaging modality in a number of
cases. For example, a recent survey conducted in Australia [1], revealed a significant proportion
of linacs in use clinically poses an EPID but do not have kV imaging hardware. Multiple
vendors also still offer linacs with EPIDs only and no additional kV system attached. Secondly
older decommissioned linacs are often recycled for use in developing countries [2, 3], where
having a low cost 3D imaging modality could be beneficial. Finally MVCBCT can be useful
when imaging patients with metallic implants such artificial hips and teeth fillings where kV
iii
imaging can suffer significant artifacts.
This body of work aims to address this area of imaging technology by investigating the
feasibility of MVCBCT using standard treatment linac and EPID. Further aims of developing
a prototype system that can approach clinically useful levels in terms of dose delivered, image
quality and reconstruction time were also investigated.
The initial investigation looks at the feasibility of MVCBCT with an unmodified Elekta
Precise linac and iView EPID. Two methods of delivery were used to acquire projections
of an anthropomorphic head phantom and quality assurance phantom. 3D reconstructions
were successfully performed and the image quality analysed, however significant artifacts were
present. The feasibility was demonstrated and further areas for development identified.
Based on results of the feasibility investigation, the next area of examination explored
improvements to the MVCBCT system based on a standard Elekta Precise linac and iView
EPID. Pre and post image processing techniques were developed and applied to the projections
and reconstructed images to reduce the effect of artifacts previously identified. Further the open
source reconstructions package OSCaR was modified to reduce the reconstruction time through
parallel processing optimisations utilising low cost consumer level GPUs (graphical processing
unit) and CPUs. Improvements in image quality were demonstrated and a significant reduction
in reconstruction time was also shown.
The subsequent investigation presents a comparison of the prototype Elekta based MVCBCT
system as well as a second novel prototype MVCBCT system utilising a Varian 21iX linac and
as500 EPID. Images of a QA phantom acquired with these prototype MVCBCT systems were
compared with the “benchmark” images acquired on a clinical Tomotherapy Hi Art II MVCT
treatment unit. As expected the Tomotherapy system produced images with the highest quality
when compared with the MVCBCT systems, however the results of the Varian based prototype
suggested further improvement could be achieved to approach clinically useful results.
Finally further improvements and a low dose extension to the prototype MVCBCT system
using the Varian 21iX linac and as500 EPID was investigated. Low dose scans of 5 MU, 8
MU and 10 MU were acquired of an anthropomorphic head phantom and QA phantom. Image
processing methods were adapted to this system and applied to the 5 MU dataset. These results
have been presented alongside the minimally corrected 5 MU , 8 MU and 10 MU sets. Further
image registration of the head phantom was performed between the minimally corrected 5
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MU set and registered with a conventional CT of the phantom acquired on a kiloVoltage CT
simulator demonstrating a good match. A 2 mm artificial misalignment was then performed
with visible differences between the planning CT and MVCBCT shown. The image quality
achieved at low doses suggests acquiring clinically useful images are possible with this system.
MVCBCT using a standard linac and EPID has been investigated. Prototype systems have
been developed for both Elekta and Varian based linacs using a standard treatment beam and
EPID. Systems and software to perform image processing and reconstruction have also been
developed and improved. Scans as low as 5 MU (exposure in the order of 1-2 traditional MV
portal images) of an anthropomorphic head have been successfully registered with a planning
CT of the same phantom. This suggests the image quality achieved is high enough to aid patient
positioning at clinically relevant dose levels in useful time-frames. A research platform has been
developed and is being used for further research into MVCBCT uses in the clinic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Problem
Linear accelerators (linacs) are used in radiotherapy to deliver ionising radiation to a patient
to treat cancerous tumours. Radiotherapy aims to deliver a high dose (curative or palliative)
to the tumour while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue as much as possible. As the use of
more complex radiotherapy treatments has increased [4] which aid dose escalation [5, 6] and
reduction in margins (extra tissue irradiated to accommodate clinical tolerances and movement)
[7], accurate patient set-up at treatment time is essential. One widely used method to aid
accurate patient positioning is through the use of image guidance [8, 9]. A number of techniques
are currently available for image guidance including MegaVoltage (MV) portal imaging using
an electronic portal imaging device (EPID) and MV treatment beam as well kiloVoltage imaging
using an additional kiloVoltage X-ray source (imaging tube) and flat panel detector [10]. Further
3D extensions (MV Cone Beam CT and kV CBCT) of these imaging modalities have been
commercially available [8]. Although kVCBCT offers good image quality [11] and a reduced
dose compared to MV imaging [12] it can be a significant added expense to the cost of the linac
due to the additional kV source and detector panel.
MVCBT uses the current treatment beam and EPID to achieve 3D imaging without any
expensive hardware addition. Although MVCBCT had been offered commercially by Siemens,
this option is no longer being actively sold. Further a significant number of linacs in Australia
have no kV imaging systems (39% have kVCBCT, 93% have an EPID) [1] which could benefit
from a 3D image guidance modality. MVCBCT is also less sensitive to metallic artifacts where
1
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a high atomic number (Z) material is present in the patient, such as hip implants [13]. Finally
linacs that have been decommissioned are often recycled for use in developing countries [14],
where the ability to have a 3D modality at low cost could be beneficial in clinics with limited
budgets.
1.2 Aims of this Study
The specific aims of this study were to investigate the feasibility and image quality of MVCBCT
on a standard or unmodified linac. Others have previously improved MVCBCT achieved with a
linac however extensive hardware modifications were required (low energy beam, target, flatten-
ing filter)[15, 16] and images acquired in a way not practical for patient scanning [15](phantom
on a turntable).
The aim of this study was to implement a prototype MVCBCT system and research plat-
form using the standard hardware and software installed with the linac as well as custom and
open source software to perform the required image processing and reconstruction operations.
Further, the extension of the prototype MVCBCT system to another widely used standard linac
with a different design and vendor (Varian) has also been investigated.
1.3 Objectives
A summary of the main objectives of the sequence of investigations performed in this study are
outlined below.
Part A: Investigate the feasibility of MVCBCT with a standard Elekta Precise Linac
Part B: Improvements in MVCBCT with a standard Elekta Precise Linac
• Identify key areas for improvement based on the feasibility investigation.
• Develop image processing techniques to correct for artifacts in the pre and post processing
stage of the workflow
• Improve reconstruction time us the open source reconstruction software OsCAR
• Create a toolset that allows efficient processing and data preparation for pre-processing,
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reconstruction and post processing. These tools linked together act as a research platform
for MVCBCT research.
• Analyse image quality improvements achieved through the various artifact correction
methods performed in pre and post-processing stages.
Part C: Comparison of the prototype systems with a commercial MV system
• Acquire data using the toolset developed in the previous sections with a second prototype
MVCBCT system based a standard Varian linac and EPID. This is aimed to further
examine the feasibility of MVCBCT on another widely installed Radiotherapy system
(i.e Varian clinac/trilogy range) based on a fundamentally different design for generating
the radiation pulses.
• Investigate the image quality of the MVCBCT systems
• Acquire data on a clinical Tomotherapy treatment unit which utilises MegaVoltage CT to
stand as the “benchmark” for image quality.
• Analyse and compare reconstructed images from an Elekta Precise Linac, Varian 21iX
linac and the “benchmark” Tomotherapy treatment unit.
Part D: Low dose extension of the standard Varian Linac prototype MVCBCT system
• Investigate low dose extension of the prototype standard Varian Linac MVCBCT system
shown in the previous investigation for a range of low exposures and dose rates.
• Apply image corrections techniques implemented in the research platform created in the
previous investigations
• Analyse the image quality and examine further artifacts in relation to the “benchmark”
quality Tomotherapy results presented in the previous section
• Register reconstructed data with treatment planning CT data to examine feasibility for
use in patient positioning.
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1.4 Summary
Chapter 2 provides a literature review and background information for this study. It introduces
radiotherapy as treatment for cancer, examines current treatment techniques, image guidance
technologies and identifies areas where further development could be investigated.
Chapter 3 addresses the objective outlined by Objective A in section 1.3. This chapter
is based on the paper that has been accepted for publication in the Australian Physical and
Engineering Sciences in Medicine (APES) journal (see publications section) and presented in
a modified form for the thesis. This chapter investigates the feasibility of MVCBCT with an
unmodified (beam energy, target, flattening filter, software) Elekta Precise linac. Two methods
of MVCBCT are implemented here to investigate the image quality and identify major artifacts
appearing the system. This chapter acts as the starting point in the study and confirms the
validity of further investigation and development of techniques to improve image quality.
Chapter 4 is based around the objectives listed in Objective B in section 1.3. This chap-
ter presents a workflow for a prototype MVCBCT system as well as the demonstration of
techniques to address artifacts that were present in the previous investigation. A number of
image processing techniques as well as software development have been developed to improve
the image quality and correct imaging artifacts. Further performance improvements of the
reconstruction stage have been developed utilising parallel processing on a graphical processing
unit (GPU) and using multithreading on a central processing unit (CPU). Performance has been
compared with the original implementation of the open source reconstruction software OSCaR
[17].
Chapter 5 addresses objectives outlined in Objective C. Data was acquired using the proto-
type MVCBCT system developed on standard linacs from two vendors (Varian and Elekta)
and compared with the “benchmark” commercial offering using MVCT implemented in a
Tomotherapy Unit. Image quality has been assessed and presented.
Chapter 6 shows the results of the investigation addressing the objectives outlined in Ob-
jective D. Further extensions of the Varian based MVCBCT system presented in the previous
chapter have been investigated and optimised for low dose rates (only available on the Varian
system), to further explore the clinical feasibility of MVCBCT with a Varian 21iX linac and
to try and approach the performance of the “benchmark” Tomotherapy system. Low, clinically
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feasible exposures have been used to acquire data and the reconstructed data sets analysed.
Further registration of the MVCBCT data and a planning CT has been performed adding further
weight the original aim showing MVCBCT can be used for accurate patient positioning.
Finally Chapter 7 presents the summary and conclusion of the previous investigations as
well as possible future directions for further work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Radiotherapy
Radiotherapy is a treatment for cancer based on the use of a prescribed dose of ionising radi-
ation. Radiotherapy is used globally and is common practice in the treatment of many forms
of cancer. The aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a high dose of radiation to the tumour volume,
while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. The irradiation of healthy tissue surrounding
the tumour volume can cause damage and leads to increased incidence of side effects. The
reduction of such side effects is a major driving force behind the development of new treatment
techniques, such as conformal and intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT)[4] and Arc ther-
apies [18]. As radiotherapy treatments have increased in terms of both the complexity and the
dose delivered to the patient [5, 6], the need for highly accurate patient positioning and quality
assurance procedures has also increased [8] to ensure accurate delivery of the ionising radiation
to the tumour while sparing healthy surrounding tissue.
2.2 Linear Accelerators
Linear Accelerators (linacs) generate and deliver pulses of high energy radiation precisely to
the tumour. The linac develops radiation by accelerating packets of electrons to high energies
using an accelerating wave guide and high powered RF pulses. For photon treatments, the high
energy electrons (in the order of 5-7 MeV for a 6 MV photon beam) and are focused and steered
into a metallic target. The electrons incident on the target under go Bremsstrahlung interactions
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generating photons in the process [19]. The energy of the photons generated cover a spectrum
with a maximum energy up to the initial incident electron beam energy [20].
After striking the target the photon beam then passes through a primary collimator followed
by a flattening filter, which varies the amount of attenuation and hardening of the beam, depend-
ing on the distance from the central axis to “flatten” the beam. i.e photons on the periphery of the
beam undergo less filtration than photons in the centre of the beam. The beam is then collimated
and shaped further by jaws and a multi leaf collimator (MLC) in the linac head [21]. Jaws
allow basic square and rectangular shaping, while MLCs allow the creation of irregular beam
shapes by moving the leaves to conform to the shape of the tumour [22]. This is demonstrated
schematically in Figure 2.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Schematic of Jaws (a) and MLC (b) based collimation
The design of the linac allows multiple degrees of freedom in delivering the treatment beam.
The collimator can be rotated to allow optimisation of the angle of the treatment the field to
conform to the tumour. Secondly the whole assembly is mounted on a gantry that can rotate
about an axis. This allows the delivery of radiation to the patient from multiple angles to further
optimise the treatment. An example of the linac gantry rotation is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Simple 3D model of a linac and gantry rotation : Yellow Arrow indicates treatment
beam direction
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In order to ensure the radiation is being delivered to the tumour, while sparing the sur-
rounding healthy tissue, the patient must be set-up accurately relative to the radiation isocentre.
The patient’s position can be adjusted by moving the couch which can allow translational and
rotation movements depending on the couch model.
2.3 Patient Positioning
Due to the importance of accurate patient positioning in achieving improved clinical outcomes
[8, 23] a number of methods are currently used to aid patient positioning at treatment time.
These aids can include indexing and fixation or immobilisation equipment such as thermoplastic
masks [24], the field light and cross wires and in room lasers set to the isocentre. Although these
aids are useful for improving the accuracy of patient set-up, they rely on the external markers
and contours of the patient which can change over the course of the treatment to and can limit
the accuracy achieved in patient positioning.
2.4 IGRT
Image guided radiotherapy involves the use of in-room imaging to position the patient prior to
and/or during the treatment [8]. IGRT has the added benefit of using imaging modalities that
can view the internal anatomy to aid accurate positioning of the patient relative to the radiation
field [9, 10, 23]. Imaging the patient at each fraction provides the ability to accommodate the
changing anatomy of the patient throughout the treatment. Two commonly used modalities
include MV imaging using the treatment beam and an electronic portal imaging device (EPID)
as well as kiloVoltage imaging using an additional X-ray source and detector panel.
2.4.1 KiloVoltage imaging and kV Cone Beam CT
Modern linear accelerators have the option of kiloVoltage imaging systems. These can be added
in a variety of configurations including having an additional kV source and detector mounted
orthogonally or in-line with the treatment beam [25, 26].
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is an imaging technique that is able to recon-
struct 3D volumes by taking projections at many angles, and using a mathematical algorithm
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such as the commonly used Feldkamp, Davis and Kress (FDK)[27] algorithm to reconstruct the
patient volume. The reconstructed volume can then be registered in 3D space with the planning
CT data possibly yielding more accurate detection of the patient shift [28, 29]. KVCBCT is used
for IGRT in a number of treatment sites to accurately position the patient in 3D [25, 26, 30, 31].
Cone beam CT and the FDK reconstruction algorithm are sensitive to a number of acqui-
sition factors. The number, angular separation and image quality of projections will have a
large effect on the image quality of the reconstructed images using FDK [27]. Ideally more
projections is better, however the projections must have enough sufficient contrast and low
noise to achieve usable tissue contrast in the reconstructed image [27, 32]. This can be limited
by the speed of the gantry rotation, imaging dose per projection, and the achievable contrast due
to the beam energy and detector response. Further due to the shape of the cone beam, artifacts
can occur at the edges of the reconstructed volume due to under sampling [32]. Secondly
the movement of the imaging system (source and detector) if large enough can create further
artifacts in the reconstructed images[33].
kV imaging offers superior contrast when compared to MV imaging [34, 35] due to the
type of interactions that the incident photons undergo. At kilovoltage energies the photoelectric
effect becomes the dominant type of interaction for soft tissues. The probability of photoelectric
interactions is also dependent on the cube of the atomic number (Z3) of the material. Due to the
large variation in atomic number of tissues in the body [36–38] good contrast can be achieved.
However with MV imaging, the dominant interaction MegaVoltage photons undergo is
Compton interactions. Compton interactions are dependent on the electron density of the
medium. As the variation of electron densities in the various tissues is small [37, 38] the
achievable contrast is significantly reduced compared with kV imaging.
Although kV imaging offers superior contrast at a reduced dose compared with MV imaging
[11, 12] it also requires an added hardware expense and has increased susceptibility to imaging
artifacts caused by metallic implants common in orthopaedic and dental work.
2.4.2 MegaVoltage Imaging
A method frequently used for patient positioning is performed using an EPID by taking 2D
projection images of the patient during the setup phase of the treatment [39, 40]. These images
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are compared with previously acquired radiological data (such as Digitally Reconstructed Ra-
diographs from CT data sets) to confirm the alignment and position of the patient relative to the
treatment beam.
2.4.3 Electronic Portal Imaging Device
A number of EPID designs have been developed for modern radiotherapy. Early generation
EPIDs used a camera and mirror based design, relying on a panel that converts MV radiation
into optical photons which are then detected by a camera. This design suffered from increased
bulk of the detector system and limited image quality[39]. Further ion chamber based detector
arrays were developed which reduced some of the bulk but suffered from a lower image quality
when compared with more modern amorphous silicon (a-Si) based flat panel detectors [39, 41].
A common design of a-Si EPID panels uses an indirect method for acquiring images [39].
The incoming photon beam hits a copper layer converting the high energy photons to lower
energy electrons. These electrons then move through the copper layer and interact with a spe-
cially designed phosphor layer (commonly gadolinium oxysulphide, Gd2O2S : Tb or Gadox)
to produce optical photons. These optical photons are then converted to charge by an array of
photo-diodes coupled with capacitors. This charge is then readout from the array and an image
formed based on the stored charge in each photo-diode element.
Due to the high energy photon beam, the quantum efficiency of a-Si detectors for converting
incoming photons to image intensity is of the order of 1% [39]. This can result in an increase in
noise in the images for a given exposure, however this is partially offset by the high fluence of
the treatment beam. Amorphous silicon EPIDs suffer from ghosting artifacts where remaining
charge from a previous readout is not completely cleared, resulting in a ghost of the previous
image appearing in the next image [42]. Despite some of the limitations EPIDs provide a fast
method for imaging patients at treatment time with a clinically useful image quality.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of a typical setup. The phantom (or patient) is placed on the
couch and aligned with the in room lasers with the EPID extended underneath. The particular
example is from Varian 21iX linac, brightness and contrast of the photo has been adjusted for
better visibility.
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Figure 2.3: Phantom on the couch with the EPID extended underneath
2.5 MV Cone Beam CT
MVCBCT can in principle be used on existing linear accelerators without additional hardware.
MVCBCT uses the treatment beam and attached EPID of a linear accelerator. The gantry
rotates to acquire the projections of the patient from multiple angles. MVCBCT has reduced
susceptibility to metallic based imaging artifacts when compared with kVCBCT modalities
[13, 43, 44]. This can be beneficial for imaging patients with metallic implants such as hip
prosthesis, of which artifacts caused by photon starvation, beam hardening and induced scatter
at kV energies can occlude important anatomy of the patient[45]. Secondly, the dose calculated
by the treatment planning system can be compromised close to metallic implants and by the sat-
uration of the HU values of the implant in the planning CT and can require manual intervention
to override the density of the material in areas affected [45, 46].
An example of the effects of implants on image quality is shown in Figure 2.4 taken from
[13]. Large artifacts are present in the kV image (left) due to the high density implant, while
the MVCBCT image (right) acquired show negligible degradation.
Clinical implementations have been developed, using Siemens (Oncor/Primus ) linacs [13,
47, 48] however these are no longer being offered commercially. The implementation used by
Siemens linacs can use either the treatment beam line [49, 50] or a developmental imaging beam
line with low z target and carbon filter [51–53] to improve image quality and reduce exposure.
Due to the proprietary developments by Siemens and optimisation of linac pulse triggering,
good MVCBCT quality could be achieved. Others have used MVCBCT data acquired with
Siemens systems for patient positioning uses [13] as well as advanced treatment planning
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Figure 2.4: The effect of implants on image quality for kv CT (left) and MVCBCT (right)
images from [13]
adaptations and treatment review using dose calculations based on the MVCBCT data set [54].
Further, the impacts from the dose delivered for imaging with the Siemens MVCBCT system
have been shown to be negligible and can be simply managed through the treatment planning
system [55].
Tomotherapy also offers an MV CT based imaging modality, which uses a MV fan beam
at a reduced energy and a commercial CT detector array to acquire images of the patient in the
treatment bore [35, 56]. Tomotherapys implementation offers the current benchmark in MVCT
image quality [57], however Tomotherapy is the only radiotherapy treatment modality using
MVCT for imaging. The combination of a reduced beam energy which increases contrast, a
sensitive gas based CT detector array as well as the fan beam helical acquisition mode that
limits scatter, allows high quality images to be acquired with this system at dose levels of
approximately 1-3 cGy [11, 35, 56]. This modality sets the “gold standard” for 3D imaging
with MV photons.
Others groups have developed modifications to the linac, including low z targets with an
Elekta precise [58] and a rotating platform for phantom rotation [15]. Low energy beams have
also been used to increase the probability of photoelectric interactions and therefore increase
the contrast achievable in the image [16, 59]. Some of these solutions require modification of
the linac or beam path which may not be possible in many clinics due to the down time and cost
of modification, or are not suitable for patient imaging (e.g rotating platform).
Comparisons of the image quality achieved by some of the systems presented above (both
kV and MV) have been assessed in detail by others [8, 34, 35, 56] showing generally kV systems
produce the best image quality at the lowest dose, followed by the Tomotherapy MVCT system
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and finally the Linac based MVCBCT systems.
As the implementations mentioned here are either a) no long widely offered, b) only avail-
able on one system (Tomotherapy) or c) require significant linac modifications which may not
be possible in a clinical situation, a gap exists for the possibility of investigating a low cost
MVCBCT system based on a standard linac with no modifications.
Possible benefits of developing a low cost MVCBCT 3D imaging modality could reach
into a variety of treatment situations and techniques. A substantial number of linacs currently
installed do not have kV imaging but do possess an EPID, as shown by a recent survey in
Australia reporting 93% of linacs possess an EPID, but only 39% of linacs have CBCT [1].
Further manufacturers are still routinely offering linacs without kV imaging such as the Var-
ian UNIQUE (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and Elekta Compact (Elekta Instrument
AB Stockholm) linacs, demonstrating a market place for reduced cost systems. Finally linacs
are often recycled for use in developing countries [2, 3] where access to a low cost 3D imaging
modality could be beneficial.
Based on the identified gaps investigation into MVCBCT with a standard linac could be
well warranted. Objectives outlined in Chapter 1 have been chosen to try and investigate and
develop a prototype MVCBCT system and investigate its use for accurate patient positioning at
treatment time.
Chapter 3
Feasibility of MVCBCT with a standard linac
3.1 Introduction
As outlined in the previous chapter a gap exists in current systems warranting an investiga-
tion into the feasibility of MVCBCT using a standard linac to provide low cost 3D imaging
functionality.
Based on the first objective outlined in Chapter 1, this chapter investigates the feasibility of
MVCBCT imaging using an unmodified Elekta Precise Linac, iView EPID and standard steel
couch. Two delivery and acquisition methods are investigated to acquire MVCBCT images us-
ing the standard target, flattening filters and EPID readout software and triggering mechanisms.
The aim was to assess the image quality in the standard setup (minimal corrections applied) to
investigate if MVCBCT was possible with this hardware and software configuration, as well as
identify key areas where corrections can be developed to improve image quality.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Delivery and Acquisition
A 6 MV photon beam from an Elekta Precise Linac and an iView GT EPID imaging system
(Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was used to acquire projections of a Gammex phantom (Gam-
mex 464, Gammex RMI, Middleton, WI) [60] with a length of 16 cm and a diameter of 20 cm
as well as an in house anthropomorphic head (approx. 15 cm x 20 cm x 24 cm) phantom using
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two methods of delivery as detailed below. Both phantoms were set-up isocentrically using the
in room lasers and external markers.
A planning CT of the head phantom was acquired on a Toshiba Aquillion Large Bore CT
simulator for reference.
3.2.1.1 Method one-Step and Shoot
Method one utilized a step and shoot technique that involved manually incrementing the gantry
angle for each projection. Images were acquired starting from 0 degrees, over 180 degrees
of rotation (1 projection per degree) with 5 MU per projection resulting in a total of 900 MU
for the acquisition. Each projection was acquired using a 22.5 cm x 22.5 cm radiation field
(defined at the isocentre) and an Elekta iViewGT EPID with 1024 x 1024 pixels at 16 bits/pixel.
A flood image with no phantom present for each angle was also acquired to be used later in the
processing and reconstruction stage. In this investigation for time efficiency a limited angular
coverage (180 degrees vs 200 degrees) was used.
All images were acquired in this method using the clinical iView Software. The iView
software performed averaging of 8 image frames at each projection angle, that is 0.625 MU per
frame or 5 MU per projection per degree. The iView software acquisition is triggered by the
linac to avoid pulsing artifacts in the images.
3.2.1.2 Method two-Continuous delivery
A scan was acquired using a continuously moving gantry over a 180 degree arc with a field size
of 22.5 cm x 22.5 cm delivering 180 MU (approximately 1.1 MU/projection). A lower dose 22
MU scan (approximately 0.13 MU/projection) for the total arc was also acquired. A dose rate
of 125 MU/min was used for the 180 MU scan and a lower dose rate of 16 MU/min used for the
22 MU scan. EPID images were acquired at regularly spaced angles (approximately 1.1 degrees
/ projection), recording approximately 165 projections (no frame averaging) for the total arc. A
panel readout time of approximately 540 ms was used with the default gain set in the software.
A constant gantry speed was assumed and acquired images were distributed evenly from 0 to
180 degrees, although this assumption is not completely accurate due to acceleration of the
gantry at the start and finish of the arc. Flood images were also acquired to be used later in the
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reconstruction stage. The time to acquire each scan was approximately 90 seconds.
Images were acquired using the XiS (Perkin Elmer) software which is installed on the
clinical iView acquisition system. The software allowed the acquisition of continuous images
and flexible file exporting. The version of the iView software that was used in method one
would not allow the export of acquired movies, only single projections and therefore could not
be used for continuous gantry acquisition. XiS software image acquisition was not triggered by
the linac pulse, instead using a constant internal timer. Due to the low pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of the linac an insufficient number of projections were acquired if the EPID readout was
triggered by the linac pulse.
3.2.2 Projection Processing
In method one, images are flood field and dark current corrected automatically by the iView
software. Bad pixels were corrected using the bad pixel map created by the iView system. Me-
dian filtering (3x3) was applied using in-house code to reduce the noise and correct remaining
dead pixels.
In method two, TIFF images were extracted from the XiS software format (.his) files using
ImageJ ( US National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). Flood field correction and median
filtering was performed on the projections, using in house software written in MatLab (The
MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA). For each matched phantom projection/flood projection some
pulse artifact removal occurs during the flood division due to aligning of the pulse artifacts in
the projections.
3.2.3 Reconstruction
Reconstruction of the acquired projections was performed using the open source package OS-
CaR (“Open-Source Cone-beam CT reconstruction tool for imaging Research”) [17] which is
written in Matlab.
Reconstructions for method one (Step and Shoot) were performed using the Feldkamp,
Davis and Kress (FDK) algorithm [27]. A Hamming filter was used to filter the projections
prior to back projection. A reconstruction volume of 401 x 401 x 481 voxels was used based on
projections (512 x 512 pixels) with a pixel pitch of approximately 0.08 cm x 0.08 cm. Images
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from method one (Step and Shoot) were also reconstructed at the same resolution as method
two (continuous) for comparison.
Method two used the same approach however 256 x 256 pixel projections with a pixel pitch
of approximately 0.16 cm x 0.16 cm were used and reconstructed into a lower resolution volume
of 241 x 241 x 241 voxels. As the scans for method two were lower dose, a volume with larger
voxels was reconstructed to achieve an image with an improved contrast to noise ratio. Image
pixel values were left unmodified after reconstruction and not converted to Hounsfield Units.
3.2.4 Image quality measurements
Image quality was assessed using the Gammex phantom for both methods. Metrics used by
Morin et al. [61], Gayou et al. [52] and Stutzel et al. [35] were measured to assess the images
produced by the two methods.
3.2.4.1 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution was measured using the line pair module in the Gammex phantom. The
module contains an arrangement of 15 mm x 15 mm regions each with a different number of
line pairs per centimetre, ranging from 4 lp/cm to 12 lp/cm. The spatial resolution is determined
by the highest lp/cm in which the individual light and dark bands can be distinguished.
3.2.4.2 Contrast to noise ratio
The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was determined using equation 3.1 and by measuring the
intensity of inserts in the CNR module of the Gammex phantom. Inserts of different materials
were measured using a central region of interest (ROIinsert) and a surrounding ring shaped
region of interest as the background (ROIbackground). The insert materials were bone, air, acrylic
and polyethylene going clockwise from the top right.
CNR =
mean(ROIinsert)−mean(ROIbackground)
1
2
[stdev(ROIinsert) + stdev(ROIbackground)]
(3.1)
CNR was measured in the head phantom for method two using regions of interest in tissue
and bone, shown in Figure 3.1.
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(a) Bone region (b) Tissue region
Figure 3.1: Slice from the head phantom at 180 MU showing the ROIs for bone (insert) in
figure (a) and tissue (background) figure (b) used in method two
3.2.4.3 Uniformity
Uniformity was determined using equation 3.2 from Stutzel et al. [35] by measuring regions
of interest in the periphery and centre of the uniformity module and calculating the difference
shown in equation 3.2. Regions of interest for the measurements are shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Regions of interest used for uniformity measurements.
Uniformity = |CT peripheralROI − CT centreROI | (3.2)
3.2.5 Geometrical movement
Measurements of the movement of the EPID and gantry combination due to gravity were
performed. A mechanical horizontal pointer on the couch and a mechanical front pointer
mounted on the collimator were used to define the isocentre. Images of the horizontal pointer
were acquired at each angle using a step and shoot approach in 10 degree increments over 180
degrees. A triangle was manually mapped to the tip of the pointer in each image, and the shift
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of the apex measured. This was a preliminary method used to determine the approximate angle
dependent movement in the gantry panel system. This was performed for method one (Step and
Shoot) and not measured for method two (continuous) due to time constraints and the manual
method of mapping the pointer tip location not being feasible for a large number of projections.
3.3 Results
Reconstructed images for method one (Step and Shoot) and method 2 (continuous) are presented
below
3.3.1 Spatial Resolution
Reconstructed slices from the spatial resolution of module of the Gammex phantom are shown
in 3.3a,3.3b,3.3c and 3.3d with projections shown in 3.3e and 3.3f. The 4 lp/cm section was
clearly resolvable while the 5 lp/cm section was only just resolvable for method one in Figure
3.3a at the higher resolution. The spatial resolution sections in Figure 3.3b, 3.3c and 3.3d show
that the line pairs in the various sections are not resolvable. This is due to a combination of
the lower reconstruction resolution shown by 3.3b, and the lower image quality of projections
acquired with method two (continuous) compared to method one (Step and Shoot). Figure 3.3d
also has a large pulse artifact pattern due to the continuous acquisition at a low pulse repetition
frequency (PRF) , however the influence of pulse artifacts are less evident in Figure 3.3c due to
the increased dose and higher pulse repetition frequency. Glare artifacts possibly due to scatter
in the detector and housing [62] as well as ring artifacts can also be seen in Figure 3.3c.
Figure 3.3e shows a median filtered projection of the Gammex phantom for method two
(continuous) at 22 MU. The effects of the low PRF can be seen by the large vertical stripes
alternating in high and low intensity. These stripes move across the image in successive frames
as the continuous acquisition is performed. Figure 3.3f (brightness and contrast adjusted to
highlight phantom structure) shows the same projection after it has been flood corrected. The
effects of the PRF artifacts are partially cancelled out resulting in thin vertical lines of high
and low intensity, as compared to the large bands. The thin lines results from a slight phase
mismatch between the flood projections and the phantom projections, which can change as the
acquisition continues. This is due the slight variation in linac pulsing at a low dose rate, as well
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(a) Step and Shoot-High Res (b) Step and Shoot-lower Res
(c) Continuous 180 MU (d) Continuous 22 MU
(e) Projection 22 MU (f) Projection Flood Corrected
Figure 3.3: Line pair segment of the Gammex phantom. 5 lp/cm (9 oclock position) and
4 lp/cm (11 oclock position) were only resolvable for (a) method one (Step and Shoot) at a
higher resolution and not (b) method one (Step and Shoot) lower resolution or c) method two
(Continuous) 180 MU and (d) method two (Continuous) , 22 MU. (Note: Larger field of view
shown in (c) and (d) to show artifacts). Figure 3(e) shows a projection of the Gammex phantom
at 22 MU for method two (Continuous), (f) shows after flood correction.The imaging window
has been optimized for display of each image.
as a small difference in the exact time the frames were acquired.
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(a) Step and Shoot-High Res (b) Step and Shoot-lower Res
(c) Continuous 180 MU (d) Continuous 22 MU
(e) Head 180 MU (f) Head 22 MU
Figure 3.4: CNR module of the Gammex Phantom for method one (Step And Shoot) at the
higher resolution (a) method one (Step and Shoot) at the lower resolution (b), method two
(continuous) 180 MU (c) and method two 22 MU (d). (e) and (f) show the section of the head
phantom used to measure CNR for method two 180 MU and 22 MU respectively.
3.3.2 Contrast to Noise Ratio
The reconstructed slices used for CNR measurements from the insert section of the Gammex
phantom for both methods are shown in Figure 3.4 and the results of the CNR measurements are
shown in Table 3.1. The CNR measured in the head phantom for method two is shown in Figure
3.4e and 3.4f . The results for method one (Step and Shoot) are shown in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b,
the four inserts can be clearly resolved, with bone (top right) and air (bottom right) having the
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greatest contrast. The results for method two, using a high dose (180 MU) can be seen in Figure
3.4c. Three of the four inserts are visible, with only a faint darkening in the area (top left) of the
polyethylene insert. Image artifacts are present, with some shadow artifact cast by some inserts.
Small pulse artifacts are also visible radiating from the centre of the image. Finally some ring
artifacts are present due to some uncorrected bad pixels. The results of the 22 MU scan are
shown in Figure 3.4d. Two of the inserts are visible with bone and air clearly shown. There
are significant imaging artifacts present in the reconstruction resulting from pulse artifacts and
the low signal-to-noise ratio due to the low dose of the scan. The shadow cast by the air insert
is partially obscured by the other artifacts and the lower contrast of the reconstruction. As the
primary purpose of this imaging modality is patient positioning, it can be seen that bone, air
and soft tissue are visible in all scans.
Figures 3.4e and 3.4f show the results from the head phantom for method two for 180 MU
and 22 MU respectively. Tissue and bone in the head phantom are clearly resolvable for the
low and high dose acquisitions. Figure 3.4f shows pulse artifacts due to the lower PRF for the
22 MU scan. The magnitude of this effect is less than those visible in the Gammex phantom
and results from the better phase matching of the projection and flood image when the gain
correction is performed. This has the effect of a significant cancelling out of the radiation pulse
and readout artifacts in the projections prior to reconstruction. The degree of phase matching
between phantom sets (Gammex and head) compared with the flood projections varies slightly
throughout the acquisition. Further, the increased scatter and attenuation of the larger Gammex
phantom reduces the acquired signal which results in a decreased CNR. However, even with the
presence of the imaging noise and artifacts, tissue and bone are clearly visible.
Table 3.1: Contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of the Gammex phantom and head phantom
Region Step and Shoot Step and Shoot Continuous Continuous
high resolution lower resolution 180 MU 22 MU
Bone 3.6 5.3 3.9 0.8
Air 10.6 13.6 3.4 2.6
Acrylic 1.2 2.1 0.3 0.1
Polyethylene 0.9 1.1 0.2 0.2
Head 180 MU Head 22 MU
Bone/Tissue 6.2 2.7
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In Table 3.1 the CNR is shown for each of the four inserts. In all results, air had the highest
CNR followed by bone and acrylic. Polyethylene has a low CNR but is still visible. This
correlates with the level of visibility of the inserts in Figure 3.4. The CNR decreases as the
exposure of the scan decreases [35], as demonstrated with the lower CNR for the low exposure
scan. Again this is consistent with the greater visible noise in the 22 MU image and the presence
of pulse artifacts. From the table it can be seen that method one (Step and Shoot) reconstructed
at the lower resolution resulted in the highest CNR. This increase in CNR compared to the
higher resolution reconstruction comes from the increased signal due to pixel binning prior to
reconstruction.
Table 3.1 lists the measured CNRs for 180 MU scan and 22 MU scans of the head phantom
using method two. The 180 MU scan had an improvement in CNR of approximately 2.3 when
compared with the 22 MU scan. This change in CNR follows the expected relationship of the
CNR varying approximately with the square root of dose.
3.3.3 Uniformity
Results from the uniformity measurements performed on the Gammex phantom are shown in
Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2. For method one shown in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b, a maximum uniformity
variation of 27.8 pixel intensity units was determined. When expressed as the mean intensity
of the right ROI when relative to the centre this is a variation of approximately 50% of the
central ROI mean intensity value. The minimum uniformity variation was measured in the
left ROI. For method two shown by Figures 3.5c and 3.5d, the 180 MU acquisition showed a
significantly reduced uniformity variation in the left and top ROIs. For the 22 MU scan the
minimum uniformity variation was measured in the right and top ROIs. The measurements of
method two contain a larger variation due to the increased noise in the lower dose scans.
3.3.4 Mechanical movement
The change in X and Y coordinates of the apex of the triangle mapped to the horizontal pointer
tip are shown in Figure 3.6. The pixels were measured then converted to distance using the
pixel size of 0.39 mm/pixel. A maximum variation of 2.34 mm in the Y direction was measured
with a gantry angle between 140 and 180 degrees. A maximum variation of 0.78 mm in the X
direction was also measured at gantry angles of approximately 140 to 180 degrees.
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(a) Step and Shoot-High Res (b) Step and Shoot-lower Res
(c) Continuous 180 MU (d) Continuous 22 MU
Figure 3.5: Uniformity slices from the Gammex phantom for (a) method one at a higher
resolution (b) method one at the lower resolution (c) method two 180MU (d) and method two
(22MU).
Table 3.2: Uniformity of the various regions in the uniformity module of the Gammex phantom
Region Method 1 St.Dev. Method 1 St.Dev. Method 2 St.Dev. Method 2 St.Dev.
high res. lower res. 180 MU 22 MU
Centre n/a 10.1 n/a 4.2 n/a 34.4 n/a 75.74
Left 13.5 8.05 14.2 4.8 1.5 24.48 33 74.24
Right 26.1 11.3 27.8 8.5 21.3 21.91 21.8 67.72
Top 20.2 9.3 19.7 6.5 6.3 26.41 24.3 72.57
Bottom 21.1 9.9 22.5 7.7 19.8 29.73 33.2 86.84
A summary is shown in Table 3.3. There is a mean shift of -1.52 mm in the Y direction and
a shift of -0.41 mm in the X direction. The measured gantry - panel movement manifests in
the reconstruction as geometrically induced artifacts, such as small voids or small black areas
in the centre of the images. Although this method uses a manual technique for measuring
the tip position, it does demonstrate some angular dependence of movement in the imaging
acquisition. This is comparable with measurements performed in other studies [61, 63]. No
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Table 3.3: Summary of difference in pointer position
Y(mm) X (mm)
Mean -1.52 -0.41
St.Dev. 0.71 0.28
Max (mm) -2.34 -0.78
Min (mm) 0 0
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Figure 3.6: Graph of the difference in position of pointer tip versus the gantry angle in the x
(filled triangle marker) and y (star) direction.
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corrections based on these measurements were applied due to the simplified measurement
method (manually identifying the point for a subset of frames for step and shoot only), which
although demonstrated movement in the system, is not sufficient for individual frame correc-
tions. Therefore no correction was applied to provide a more even comparison between the two
methods.
3.3.5 Qualitative Assessment:
3.3.5.1 Method one:
Results from method one (Step and Shoot) are shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7b a volume
render created using MedINRIA[64] of the 3D reconstruction of the Gammex phantom is
shown. The bone, air and acrylic inserts are clearly visible in the render. The metallic levelling
screw used to adjust the phantom is also visible. From an overall perspective a clear likeness in
shape and proportions exists when compared to the physical appearance of the actual phantom
shown in Figure 3.7a.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Gammex Phantom (a), 3D Reconstruction from method one (b).
3.3.5.2 Method two:
Figure 3.8 shows a MIP (Maximum Intensity Projection) render of the head phantom for the
180 MU (3.8a) and 22 MU scans (3.8b). Bone and soft tissue are clearly identifiable in both
images, with the 180 MU scan showing improved detail and contrast.
Figure 3.9 shows sagittal, axial and coronal slices of the head phantom for the 180 MU
and 22 MU scans. The axial image clearly reveals bone, tissue and hollow structures. Ring
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: MIP Render a) Head phantom 180 MU, b) Head phantom 22 MU
artifacts are visible in 3.9e and 3.9h, due to uncorrected pixels in the projections. In images
3.9d and 3.9g a large dark area can also be seen in the centre of the brain region, this is due to
some geometrical movement, as well as artifacts acquired in the projections and the presence of
cupping artifacts or non - uniformity in the images. In the 22 MU scan, bone and tissue as well
as air cavities can be identified in the three views. Radiation pulse artifacts can be seen in the
reconstructed images resulting in the vertical and horizontal stripes in Figure 3.9g and Figure
3.9i and the curved high intensity artifacts seen in Figure 3.9h.
Various anatomical structures were resolvable in all MVCBCT images showing a reasonable
reproduction compared with the planning CT images shown in Figures 3.9a,3.9b and 3.9c.
3.4 Discussion
In method one the very high dose (900 MU) and stationary gantry for each projection yielded
reconstructed CT datasets with a high spatial resolution and good image quality. This method
optimised gantry angle accuracy and allowed frame averaging and pulse triggering during
projection acquisition, increasing the SNR and reconstruction image quality. This represents
a possible image quality level goal to aim for in future investigations.
Method two yielded good results, with bone, tissue and air cavities being resolvable in all
scans on the Gammex and anthropomorphic head phantoms at both dose levels. However the
higher dose (180 MU) scans yielded improved results due to the increased exposure for the scan
and increased PRF which reduced pulse artifacts. The 22 MU scans showed an increased noise
due to the low exposure and reduction in image quality due to the significant pulse artifacts. The
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.9: View of the head phantom in the (a), (d) and (g) sagittal, (b), (e) and (h) axial and
(c), (f) and (i) coronal directions, Simulation CT ((a)-(c)), 180 MU MVCBCT ((d)-(f)) and 22
MU MVCBCT ((g)-(i)). Image windows adjusted individually for display.
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scan times were quite reasonable at both doses, with scans taking approximately 1.5 minutes.
In all axial images ring and pulse artifacts can be clearly seen. The concentric rings are due
to bad pixels and under responding pixels in the EPID projections. Median filtering can reduce
the noise however it is not completely effective at correcting all under responding pixels. Pulse
artifacts are visible in all images acquired using method two due to the EPID being read out
using an internal timer instead of being triggered by the trailing edge of the radiation ON pulse.
In order to improve image quality without a gating system which can require linac modification
and a possible increase in scan time depending on pulse rate and readout speed, custom image
processing methods have been subsequently developed to correct for pulse artifacts in the
projections prior to reconstruction and are presented separately in Chapter 4. Another group
have also recently shown a possible method for correction [65] however this was not possible
in the course of the present work due to clinical operating restrictions.
In Figures 3.9d and 3.9g there is a vertical artifact running down the centre of the phantom
that is caused by the physical movement in the linac-EPID combination as well as other artifacts
acquired in the original projections. Geometrical correction techniques have been developed
previously [33, 50] which could possibly be adapted to this system however their implementa-
tion was outside the scope of this feasibility study. The simplified technique demonstrated here
was used to show movement is present in the Elekta system, however it is not sufficient to be
used for corrections prior to reconstruction. A more accurate and automated system would be
required to be developed involving complex phantom construction, software design and testing,
long term stability monitoring, and specific corrections being required for each linac / scan
combination. Secondly integration into the QA schedule to accommodate changes in the panel
position if calibrated during QA procedures would also be required. These developments were
not feasible for this study due to time and clinical restrictions.
Finally in Figure 3.9e, an area is visible without a clearly defined boundary and some
splaying artifacts (at approximately the 12 oclock position in the figure) are visible. This is
due to the incomplete angular sampling of the shorter scan arc (180 degrees vs 200 degrees).
Some projections were missed due to the limited number of frames the EPID and XiS software
combination could acquire due to buffer size, the speed at which the gantry could rotate and
variability in angular distribution of acquired projections. Secondly, the manual start of image
acquisition and the angle of the first exposed frame varied due to a variance in time to beam on,
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particularly at low dose rates.
The 22 MU scan of the head shows enough contrast to clearly distinguish bone, tissue
and air cavities even in the presence of the artifacts mentioned previously. Although artifacts
are present, the quality of images at 22 MU indicates future investigation into pre- and post-
processing may be warranted. The quality of the volumetric data reconstructed suggests clin-
ically useful images may be possible with appropriate artifact corrections at an exposure of
approximately twice the current setup protocol of two 5 MU orthogonal images totalling 10
MU.
3.5 Conclusion
From the results presented in this chapter the feasibility of MegaVoltage Cone Beam CT with an
unmodified Elekta Precise accelerator and EPID to aid the accurate setup of patients undergoing
radiotherapy treatments has been shown to approach viable scan times and with further work
offers a potentially useful clinical imaging modality.
Using standard clinical linac hardware and a combination of a free open source reconstruc-
tion toolkit as well as custom in-house software written in Matlab a prototype MVCBCT system
has been successfully implemented and assessed.
Sources of artifacts influencing image quality have been identified as a target for further
investigation. Techniques and methods to correct artifacts, improve image quality, workflow
and reconstruction time have been investigated in Chapter 4.
The results of this work have been published in the Australian Physical and Engineering
Sciences in Medicine journal.
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Chapter 4
Image Quality and Workflow Improvements
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 presented a feasibility study of MVCBCT with a standard Elekta linac and EPID. In
the current chapter this work is extended to improve the achievable image quality and improve
the workflow of acquiring and reconstructing images. This chapter addresses the items in
Objective B as outlined in Chapter 1 section 1.3.
Improvements of the image quality of low dose (22 MU) scans were developed using a
number of pre- and post- processing operations to improve the contrast to noise ratio, uniformity
and reduce artifacts identified in Chapter 3.
Further, to address the objective of creating a tool set for to improve the efficiency of
processing outlined in in Chapter 1 section 1.3, a workflow has been developed and software
tools implemented to improve the quality and efficiency of acquiring and reconstructing image
sets.
Reduction in the reconstruction time of the open source CBCT software package OSCaR
has also been investigated through parallelisation of the reconstruction algorithm using the
GPU (graphics processing unit) and CPU. These speed improvements have been optimised
around consumer level hardware (CPU and Gaming level GPUs) to reduce cost and facilitate
reconstruction on a variety of consumer level hardware such as a laptop with gaming GPU
present.
Throughout the investigation presented in this chapter, improvements to the prototype sys-
tem have been focused around possible methods that can be used in an environment with clinical
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and fiscal restrictions.
4.2 Methods and Materials
4.2.1 Workflow OverView
A number of image processing steps were investigated in order to improve the image quality for
this prototype system. In this workflow, pulse artifact reduction and different implementations
of ring and uniformity correction have also been investigated.
Figure 4.1: Workflow Overview: Steps of the workflow shown for the MVCBCT system used
for this study
4.2.2 Materials, Delivery and Acquisition
The same phantoms as those used in Chapter 3 were used for the measurements performed in
this investigation. An anthropomorphic head phantom was used for qualitative analysis and
a Gammex 464 Quality Assurance phantom was used for quantitative analysis. Scans with
and without (used for gain calibration later) the phantoms present were performed. The scan
projections were then processed according to the workflow in Figure 4.1.
The projections were acquired using an Elekta Precise linac and iView GT EPID (Elekta
AB ,Stockholm, Sweden) using a 6 MV photon beam with standard flattening filter and tar-
get. Projections were acquired using the Perkin Elmer proprietary XIS software on the iView
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imaging system in continuous acquisition mode. In this investigation the low delivery dose rate
and therefore pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was too low to use the pulse triggering method
available in the XIS software, therefore continuous acquisition mode was required to acquire a
sufficient number of projections for reconstruction. Projections were acquired at the full panel
resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels.
Delivery was performed using a custom arc modified through service mode on the Elekta
linac control software. The projections were acquired over a rotation arc of 200 degrees using
a 22.5 x 22.5 cm2 field; a dose rate of approximately 16 MU/min resulted in a total dose of 22
MU, the lowest achievable for the linac. The start and finish angles of the arc can be specified
in the arc configuration.
4.2.3 Pre-processing
A number of image pre-processing steps were performed on the acquired projections prior to
reconstruction. The aim of this processing was to improve the image quality of projections, as
well as remove artifacts prior to reconstruction. These processing techniques were integrated
into the in-house tool set to expand the functionality of the software initially developed in
Chapter 3.
4.2.3.1 Median Filtering
A 3x3 median filter was applied to all the acquired projections to correct dead and under
responding pixels present in the EPID images.
4.2.3.2 Phase matching of projections
Flood projections are acquired with with no phantom present to correct the gain of the EPID.
Pulse artifacts are present in the projections due to the low PRF of the Elekta Precise linac when
running low dose modes. As both a flood and scan of the phantom are acquired at the same dose
rates the pulse artifact appear in both data sets. Fine tuning by shifting the image pair (phantom
and flood projection) one or two frames allows matching of the pulse artifacts occurring in both
image sets. This results in some cancellation of the artifact during flood correction.
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4.2.3.3 Pulse artifact removal using Fourier Filtering and Adaptive noise removal
To further correct for pulse artifacts 2D Fourier filtering was used to remove the vertical stripes.
A 2D FFT was performed on the projection and multiplied with a customised mask or notch
filter to remove the stripes [66]. An inverse 2D FFT is then performed to recover the filtered
image. A custom function was implemented using this filtering method based on available code
[67], which allows the user to adjust the width of the stripes to be filtered. This is useful when
optimizing projections acquired with a variable PRF.
A Weiner noise filter [66, 68] was implemented using functions available in Matlab to
adaptively filter noise occurring in the projection. In this investigation, the Weiner filter was
used on all acquired projections.
4.2.3.4 Workflow enhancements
To aid in the efficient of use of the MVCBCT reconstruction a number of user functions
were implemented to improve interoperability with the Open Source Cone-beam Reconstructor
(OSCaR) [17] which was implemented in Matlab. OSCaR requires an input file specifying
the name of each projection, its resolution and centre pixel co-ordinates, angle of the acquired
image, and any x and y shifts (if used) to be applied to correct for movement in the imaging
system. Although the input file could be created manually using a spreadsheet program this
quickly becomes a speed limiting and time consuming factor when trying to process multiple
scans. In-house software was created to automatically extract this information from the acquired
and user input data to generate the input file for OSCaR.
4.2.4 Post Processing
4.2.4.1 Parameter Optimisation
The EPID used for acquiring the projections has a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels distributed
over a 41 x 41 cm2 area. If full resolution reconstructions were used, memory and computation
requirements would increase the reconstruction time considerably on the given hardware. Sec-
ondly, the signal to noise will be reduced when using the maximum panel resolution compared
to rebinning the projections to a lower resolution prior to reconstruction. Finally, as 2 mm
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slices are commonly used in the simulation stage of the treatment planning, using a higher slice
resolution for the reconstruction may provide little benefit in positional accuracy when factoring
in the reduction in image quality.
A solution is to reconstruct at a higher resolution then rebin the data in the slice direction to
a lower resolution; this has been shown [61] to give an improvement in the image quality of the
reconstruction. A comparison of data sets rebinned to lower slice resolutions and higher slice
resolution was performed. Projections of 256 x 256 pixels (rebinned from the full panel 1024 x
1024 resolution in the pre-processing stage) were reconstructed into volumes 241 x 241 x 240
voxels, and then rebinned (post-processing stage) to 120, 60 and 30 slices. The contrast to noise
ratio (CNR) was measured in each case for bone and air in the Gammex phantom.
4.2.4.2 Ring artifact removal
Ring artifacts are introduced into the reconstructed image due to dead or under-responding
pixels in the detector as well as the variable energy sensitivity of the detector. Two methods to
correct these artifacts were investigated.
Method one uses a statistical approach based on techniques developed by Yang et al [69].
The method uses a radial sliding window and detects pixels with a large variation compared to
the neighbouring pixels. If a variation greater than a threshold specified by the user is detected
the noisy pixel is replaced with the mean value of its neighbours. As this was performed in the
post processing stage on reconstructed images, it is applied after median filtering of the acquired
projections.
A polar conversion is performed on each slice and the window moved along each row. Ring
artifacts appear as a straight line in the polar converted imaged. The threshold was chosen to
optimise artifact removal while limiting reduction in spatial resolution.
The second method was similar to that used in the pre-processing step to remove stripe
artifacts. Once a polar conversion is performed on the reconstructed slice, ring artifacts can be
filtered using the Fourier method described in section 4.2.3.3.
Ring artifact improvement was assessed qualitatively by examining the images.
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4.2.4.3 Uniformity Corrections
Due to beam hardening, off axis variation of the beam, and response of the panel, non-uniformity
can be introduced into reconstructed images. Two post processing techniques were investigated
to correct this artifact using an iterative vignette approach and a user customisable circular ramp.
The iterative method implemented by Zheng et al. [70, 71] changes the vignetting that
can appear in imaging detectors to correct for the varying intensity seen across the images.
In MV imaging with an EPID is has been suggested [61] that the source of the vignetting or
non-uniformity can be due to a combination of beam hardening, increased detector response
to softer off axis x-rays as well as increased scatter from the phantom. As part of the in-house
software a function was adapted based on an example provided by the authors [72] to work with
the reconstructed slices. Six iterations were performed on each slice.
A customisable user ramp technique was also investigated. By measuring the non-uniformity
in the reconstructed images the user can construct a custom ramp to correct the artifact. A
circular ramp is created by the user customising the gradient and offset creating a 2D gradient
image. A polar conversion on the 2D gradient image was then performed to create a circular
ramp and applied to each of the slices. This novel functionality was developed as a user
definable correction method and integrated into the in-house Matlab program.
4.2.5 Quantitative Measurements
4.2.5.1 Contrast to Noise Ratio
The contrast to noise ratio in the reconstructed slice data was evaluated using equation 3.1
presented in Chapter 3 section 3.2.4.2. The mean pixel values of regions of interest in particular
inserts were measured in the reconstructed slice images of the Gammex phantom along with
circular ring regions of interest around each insert as the background measurement.
4.2.5.2 Uniformity
Uniformity was evaluated using equation 4.1. The difference in the mean pixel value of re-
gions of interest in the periphery and centre measured in the reconstructed slice images of
the uniformity module of the Gammex phantom were calculated. Results were expressed as
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a percentage variation compared to the mean value of the central region, therefore a smaller
number represents a more uniform image. The variation of the four peripheral regions were
averaged and presented. This is a modified version of the uniformity equation 3.2 used in
Chapter 3 to present the results relative to the central region to highlight the effects of uniformity
correction.
Uniformity =
|CT peripheralROI − CT centreROI |
CT centreROI
× 100 (4.1)
4.2.5.3 Qualitative Assessment
Reconstructed images of the anthropomorphic head phantom were used to perform a qualitative
study of the quality of reconstructed data. In all images of both phantoms a general quality and
artifact examination was performed to investigate the effect of processing where a quantifiable
metric could not be used.
4.2.6 Reconstruction Speed
Optimisation of the reconstruction algorithm used by OSCaR was performed. Two approaches
using a GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) and multi-threading on the CPU were implemented to
improve the reconstruction speed of the software. These approaches used internal functionality
provided in Matlab.
4.2.6.1 Speed enhancements using the CPU
Computational performance was increased by utilising multi-threading on the CPU to imple-
ment parallel processing for the image reconstruction. A desktop computer with 32 GB of
RAM, an Intel 3930K CPU with 6 physical cores with hyper-threading capability allowed a
maximum of 12 threads to be executed in parallel. Using the Matlab pool functionality to create
a virtual cluster of Matlab clients or workers, 8 simultaneous workers utilising 8 threads (4
physical cores) were created to reconstruct the data. A full copy of the 3D array is stored in
memory, so the number of workers was limited to allow a larger dataset to be reconstructed
while still leaving resources (CPU and RAM) available to run the host operating system and
applications.
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4.2.6.2 Speed enhancements using the GPU
Computational performance was enhanced by utilising the processing ability of a GPU on
a consumer level gaming graphics card. An NVIDIA (Santa Clara, USA) 670 GTX (over-
clocked) with 2 GB of RAM was used for the reconstruction. The internal GPU functions
within Matlab which utilise CUDA [73] code were used to offload processing from the CPU to
the GPU. The profiler in Matlab was used to analyse the code for time consuming operations
and optimised to use the GPU where possible. Reconstruction time was measured by using the
profiler and recording the time used by the reconstruction function. A full projection (all slices)
was filtered and back projected in parallel on the GPU for each projection angle with the 3D
volume being written back to main memory. This is a novel Matlab based GPU optimisation of
OSCaR built for lower cost GPUs.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Pulse artifact filtering using FFT and Weiner noise removal
The effects of phase matching for pulse artifact correction in acquired projections are shown in
Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2a the acquired projection has been flood corrected with an open field
projection. Large stripes can be seen with vertical bright and dark bands clearly visible. In Fig-
ure 4.2b phase matching was performed between the acquired projection and flood projection.
The phase matched corrected image shows a large reduction in the pixel value variation due to
the pulse artifacts / stripes. The effect of using Fourier filtering methods to further remove the
stripe artifacts are shown in Figure 4.2c. Much of the artifact has been removed, with only some
minor banding seen directly above the top of the head. The area inside the phantom shows a
large reduction in banding, increasing the visibility of the anatomy. The effects of the removal
of the pulse artifacts on the reconstruction are shown in Figure 4.3.
The effect of the Wiener noise filter can partially be seen in Figure 4.2c as a reduction of
speckling seen in the grey background and in the phantom. Due to the adaptive nature of the
Weiner filter, good noise removal can be achieved for projections which may vary in exposure
and image intensity for the acquired frame.
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of pulse artifact removal from the reconstructed data set. Figures
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Acquired projections of the head phantom : (a) flood corrected, (b) phase matched
flood division, (c) FFT filtering for pulse artifact removal
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.3: axial (a)(d), sagittal (b)(e) and coronal (c)(f) view of the head phantom with a scan
dose of 22 MU with FFT pulse artifact filtering (bottom) and without (top) FFT filtering for
pulse artifacts
4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c shows the reconstruction after only phase matching had been performed.
Figures 4.3d,4.3e,4.3f show the reconstructed phantom after phase matching and Fourier fil-
tering. As can be seen in the figures, Fourier filtering reduces the pulse artifacts in the three
views of the phantom. The pattern radiating from the centre visible in Figure 4.3a is almost
completely removed in Figure 4.3d. The vertical and horizontal stripes in Figures 4.3b,4.3c are
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also no longer visible in Figures 4.3e,4.3f. Ring artifacts can also be seen in Figures 4.3d,4.3a as
concentric circles of light and dark bands the correction of which has been addressed in section
4.3.3.
4.3.2 Reconstruction Parameter Optimisations
The effects of rebinning the reconstruction of the Gammex phantom in the slice direction is
shown in Figure 4.4. Increasing the effective slice width has the effect of increasing the amount
of signal for a given voxel. The noise is also reduced through the averaging of slices, improving
the contrast to noise ratio by approximately 25% to 40% for bone. This is shown in Figure 4.4,
where the effect of slice rebinning is compared with a 241 x 241 x 240 baseline.
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Figure 4.4: Percentage change in CNR of bone (top line - square markers) and air (bottom line
- triangle markers) compared with the baseline CNR , for different number of slices
Although the CNR is increased, there is a trade-off in resolution in the slice direction. This
would have to be balanced depending on the local clinical protocols. The increase in image
quality may greatly offset the reduction in slice resolution.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Two ring artifact correction methods. Figure (a) is the original non corrected image,
(b) is corrected using the statistical method, and (c) is corrected using FFT method.
4.3.3 Ring artifact Correction
The results of the ring artifact correction methods are shown in Figure 4.5 with a slice through
the head phantom being displayed.
The effects of the ring correction algorithms are shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5a shows
the original reconstructed image with no ring corrections. A number of concentric ring artifacts
are visible towards the centre of the image. In Figure 4.5b the image has been corrected using
the statistical method. A reduction in the magnitude and number of rings towards the centre is
shown. There is some minor loss in image resolution near interfaces (tissue/air, bone/tissue) due
to the regional averaging performed by the algorithm. Figure 4.5c shows the results of using
the FFT method for ring artifact reduction. A larger reduction in the intensity and number of
ring artifacts present is visible when compared to the uncorrected image, however the loss of
resolution at the interfaces is increased when compared with the other images.
Overall both methods provide a reduction in the significance of the ring artifacts. Method
one based on statistical methods shows a good balance of artifact removal and spatial resolution.
Although the Fourier method provides a greater reduction of ring artifacts it does reduce spatial
resolution. Both methods offer a degree of ring size removal control (i.e the size of the rings
to be filtered), allowing the user to adjust depending on the condition of the imaging hardware.
Older EPID panels can have greater radiation damage, which can result in more dead pixels,
and a larger variation in the response of pixels.
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4.3.4 Uniformity Correction
The uniformity results have been presented as a percentage relative to the mean intensity of the
central region of interest. The mean and standard deviations of the ROIs for each combination
are shown below. The measurements were performed on the reconstructed slice images of the
uniformity module of the Gammex phantom.
Table 4.1: Uniformity Results
Uniformity
Method
Ring Reduction
Method
Uniformity
variation
of averaged
peripheral
ROIs(%)
Standard Devi-
ation of aver-
aged peripheral
ROIs
Max
Uniformity
Variation
measured in
peripheral
ROIs (%)
None (Baseline) None (Baseline) 9.44 5.17 15.36
Custom None 10.22 4.26 16.4
Iterative None 12.44 6.89 20.68
None Statistical 9.2 8.17 20.48
Custom Ramp Statistical 13.77 7.81 20.46
Iterative Statistical 9.34 4.5 15.67
None FFT 11.6 11.69 27.94
Custom Ramp FFT 6.75 8.37 19.05
Iterative FFT 8.51 4.49 12.65
Table 4.1 lists the results for the uniformity corrections. The uniformity corrections reduced
the variation between regions compared with the non-corrected reference set. i.e both forms
of uniformity correction reduced the variation for statistical ring artifact corrected sets, and
the FFT ring artifact corrected sets. The iterative uniformity correction and the statistical ring
correction are shown to give the best results. This combination gives an improved uniformity
and less variation across the regions when compared with the central region. The custom
uniformity ramp, coupled with FFT ring correction also gives good results. This showed a
reduced variation of mean pixel values seen in the 4 regions and the central region. Slices
from these results are shown in Figure 4.6, compared to the baseline set (no ring or uniformity
correction).
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of post processing to correct for non-uniformity seen across the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.6: A slice from the uniformity module of the Gammex phantom: (a) Original no post
processing corrections (baseline) b) Statistical ring correction, Iterative uniformity correction.
c) FFT ring correction, custom ramp uniformity correction.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Uniformity correction (post statistical ring correction) (a)Custom Ramp,(b) iterative
correction. The original for comparison is shown in Figure 4.5a
axial images on the head phantom. Both methods show a visible improvement in uniformity
over the skull, when compared with the baseline shown in Figure 4.5a.
The radial ramp approach allows optimisation by the user to apply the desirable amount
of uniformity correction, depending on the phantom and detector. The iterative vignetting
approach also showed an improvement in the uniformity, however it is more computationally
intensive requiring more time to process all the slices.
4.3.5 Contrast to Noise Ratio
Table 4.2 lists the contrast to noise ratio showing the effect of the complete workflow of image
processing steps being applied. CNR measurements were performed for a baseline set, with no
pre/post processing or pulse artifact removal shown in Figure 4.8a, and after the complete work
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.8: Reconstructed slices of the CNR module of the Gammex phantom from left to right
: (a) original, (b) Custom uniformity, FFT ring correction, (c) Custom uniformity, Statistical
ring correction (d) Iterative uniformity, FFT ring correction, (e) Iterative uniformity , Statistical
ring correction
Table 4.2: Contrast to Noise Ratio
Ring
correction
Method
Uniformity
Correction
Method
Bone
Bone CNR %
change wrt
baseline
Air
Air CNR %
change wrt
baseline
Baseline
(None)
Baseline
(None) 0.9 0 2.6 0
Statistical Custom Ramp 2.6 193.6 3.3 27.9
FFT Custom Ramp 2.8 215.5 4.5 73.6
Statistical Iterative 2.9 228.8 3.4 30.3
FFT Iterative 3.2 263.4 4.6 79.3
flow (pulse artifact, ring, and uniformity corrections) for both the uniformity and ring correction
method combinations. Images were reconstructed at the full slice resolution (241 x 241 x 240)
keeping it independent of rebinning gains that could be achieved as shown in section 4.3.2.
The contrast to noise ratio was improved by a minimum of 190% using the statistical ring
correction coupled with the custom ramp uniformity method and a maximum of 260% using
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FFT ring correction and iterative uniformity correction when compared with the baseline set.
The bone and air inserts are more visible after image processing, as shown in Figure 4.8. The
FFT methods for ring reduction shown in Figures 4.8b and 4.8d, show a some blurring, however
a more uniform image is produced. Figures 4.8c and 4.8e, show a large reduction in artifacts
and improved quality when compared with Figure 4.8a.
The contrast to noise ratio measured in the images shows significant improvement due to
the processing steps performed in the workflow. The greatest improvement resulted from the
FFT filtering to remove the pulse artifacts (section 4.3.1), followed by both ring artifact and
uniformity correction.
4.3.6 Qualitative Assessment
As already shown a quantitative improvement in image quality was found when compared with
the baseline set. There was a large reduction in visible pulse artifacts, as well as an improvement
in the uniformity and correction of ring artifacts. This increase in visibility of the bone, air and
tissue potentially enables better registration and identification of key anatomical features that
are used in patient positioning. Although there is a large improvement in image quality due
to the processing methods, artifacts are still present in the processed data sets. This is due to
uncorrected dead pixels and radiation damage to the EPID, small pulse artifacts still remaining
and some movement of the EPID gantry system (demonstrated in Chapter 3)
4.3.7 Reconstruction Performance Improvements
Table 4.3: Increase in reconstruction speed relative to the original implementation
% increase in speed relative to single thread 256 x 256 pixel projections
Implementation 240 Slices 120 Slices 60 Slices 30 Slices
GPU 311.30% 321.10% 295.60% 240.90%
CPU Multithread 276.50% 275.10% 251.40% 211.80%
% increase in speed relative to single thread 512 x 512 pixel projections
Implementation 120 Slices 60 Slices 30 Slices 15 Slices
GPU N/A 332.20% 325.60% 289.80%
CPU Multithread 237.10% 277.80% 225.30% 210.80%
Figures 4.9a and 4.9b show the effect on processing time of the software optimizations.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: a) shows the reconstruction time for the head phantom with 256 x 256 pixel
projections for each reconstruction implementation, and (b) Reconstruction time for the
Gammex Phantom with a 512 x 512 pixel resolution.
Both the GPU and CPU implementations show a large increase in reconstruction speed of up
to 330% when compared with the standard OSCaR reconstruction implementation as shown
in Table 4.3. The reconstruction problem is well suited to parallelisation on the GPU and
multiple threads on the CPU. While the GPU is faster than the multi-threaded implementation
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it is limited by available memory which restricts the maximum number of slices which can be
reconstructed simultaneously. The multithreaded version also suffers from this problem but at
a different threshold due to the much larger amount of system memory available. Two slight
differences in the reconstruction methods were found. For the GPU implementation, for each
angle a full projection is filtered and back projected, stored in the 3D volume array on the
GPU then written back to system memory to be accumulated in the final 3D array. However,
with the multi-threaded implementation, each worker in the Matlab pool contains a full copy
of 3D volume in memory, then adds each worker array to a master final array also stored in
system memory. This results in n (one for each worker / thread) copies of the 3D volume being
stored in memory until the end of the reconstruction stage. These two differences can affect the
performance and maximum number of slices reconstructed simultaneously depending on the
memory configuration of the system used.
This novel method allowed targeted optimisation using a high level programming language
that is compatible with a variety of hardware. Due to the use of a consumer level low cost
graphics card, a limited amount of graphics memory was available for use and was shared
with the operating system. This either limited the maximum number of slices that could be
reconstructed in a single run or limited the maximum projection resolution for a given number
of slices.
However despite the memory limitations on the available hardware, a large increase in
performance can be achieved using inbuilt, highlevel parallelisation functions available within
the Matlab API (Application Programming Interface).
4.4 Discussion
In the pre-processing stage median filtering and Weiner filtering were found to be effective in
reducing noise and correcting for dead and under responding detector pixels. Phase matching
of the phantom projections and flood projections prior to flood division reduced the pulse
artifacts considerably. Fourier filtering the pulse artifacts was most effective for improving
the image quality as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. This was a convenient solution to the
pulse artifact problem without requiring new hardware to trigger acquisition or delay the pulse.
Another group have also recently shown a possible method for correction using a combination
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of hardware and software modifications [65] however this was not performed as part of the
current work due to clinical and operating restrictions.
The efficiency in using the imaging system and workflow was improved by developing
software tools to aid integration with OSCaR. The automated workflow reduced the time from
data acquisition to completion of the reconstruction.
Reconstruction methods implemented using both the GPU and CPU showed a 3x increase
in reconstruction speed when compared with the un-accelerated original version. Both imple-
mentations use parallelisation to increase the utilisation of existing hardware. The GPU version
allowed relatively fast reconstruction, however the maximum number of slices or projection
resolution must be managed to be able fit within the memory available on the graphics card.
As this was a consumer level gaming card, this is more limiting than if a dedicated Tesla
(NVIDIA, Santa Clara) card is used with a larger amount of video memory (6 GB Tesla series
vs 2 GB GTX670 Gaming card used). The advantage of using consumer level gaming cards
is a significantly reduced cost and it allows lower level hardware to reconstruct in a reasonable
time frame. This has been beneficial for reconstructing data at acquisition time using a laptop
containing a gaming level GPU.
With the multi-threaded CPU implementation a significant performance gain was also seen.
Although this implementation was very memory intensive it allowed for improved speed with
reduced reconstruction restrictions placed on the user. Speed could be further increased by
assigning more threads or workers if used in a cluster situation or when less overhead is required
to run the operating system (i.e an optimised linux vs standard windows desktop). The use of the
Matlab pool functionality for parallelisation makes it easily configurable to expand the number
of threads/workers.
Parameter optimisation with slice rebinning showed an improvement in image quality. In-
creasing the slice thickness increased the CNR achieved while still using a clinically useful slice
thickness. This could be further optimised depending on the patient anatomy being imaged and
treatment protocols in place.
Both methods (custom and iterative) of uniformity correction showed an improved unifor-
mity, with less variation seen across the regions when compared with the uncorrected image set.
The iterative method allows correction without user interaction. This method produced good
results and enables more complex corrections compared to the user specified ramp.
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The custom ramp method allowed the use of a user specified ramp that was calibrated using
a QA phantom. Once the custom ramp has been created it can be used for subsequent images
until the next calibration. This allows user modification depending on the imaging protocol and
phantom used. The use of the ramp showed an improvement in uniformity without significant
modification to the reconstructed images.
Both ring artifact removal methods reduced the artifacts in the reconstructed images. The
statistical method provided good artifact reduction relatively quickly without significant loss
of image resolution. The method also allows optimisation of thresholds to further reduce any
negative effects. The FFT method showed a large reduction in visible rings at the expense of
reduced resolution. This method worked well and again allows some user customisation to
adjust the correction algorithm depending on the detector system being used.
Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the images shows a general improvement across
most criteria used in image quality analysis. Contrast to noise ratio was greatly increased,
uniformity improved, and a reduction in ring artifacts was shown. Anatomical information
was more easily resolved in the processed data sets, when compared with the baseline data.
All functions in the workflow improved image quality. Using CNR as the main criteria for
optimisation, the use of FFT filtering to remove the pulse artifacts had the most influence on
improvement in image quality followed by ring removal and uniformity correction. Although
some artifacts are still present (EPID gantry movement) these can now be addressed more
effectively in further work, as the larger artifacts that effect image quality have been reduced. A
further point of consideration is that this data was acquired on an older linac (˜10 years), which
may result in increased EPID-gantry movement and have more detector damage compared
with newer linacs. Further, delivery can be optimised by simply planning an arc in the clinics
treatment planning system, then deliver through the normal clinical pathways.
The creation and improvement of a software toolkit has also opened up avenues into MVCBCT
investigations with linacs and imaging systems from other vendors. As seen in the investigation
presented here, due to the design specific to the Elekta linac and EPID and the way radiation
pulses are generated and emitted at low dose rates , some fundamental limitations exist. Achiev-
ing stable dose rates lower then 16 MU/min was not possible with this particular linac.
Another widely used linac system is offered from Varian which can offer additional lower
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dose rate modes due to a different design for generating radiation pulses as well as an inde-
pendent implementation for portal imaging with an a-Si EPID. These design difference when
coupled with the enhanced software have allowed further investigation into MVCBCT with
another widely distributed linac. The results of this subsequent investigation are presented in
Chapter 5.
4.5 Conclusion
The pre- and post processing operations performed on the acquired images showed a significant
improvement in image quality and contrast to noise ratio in the reconstructed data sets. This
has been achieved without increasing the dose when compared to the baseline acquired data set
and was performed at the lowest dose that could be reliably delivered by the linac. Secondly,
these functions were performed using software techniques requiring no hardware modifications
to the linac or extra equipment.
Effects degrading image quality have been identified and a workflow developed to address
these issues. Image quality, workflow efficiency and reconstruction speed have all been im-
proved using modified and novel techniques to work within the constraints of the clinic. The
items outlined in Objective B of section 1.3 have been addressed in this chapter.
The developments presented in this chapter have now allowed further investigation into
MVCBCT to address the objectives outlined in Objective C of section 1.3. The creation of a
toolset and faster reconstruction software will allow the testing and investigation of MVCBCT
with another widely distributed linac from a different vendor (Varian), which uses a different
design for generating the radiation pulses, possibly mitigating some of the limitations seen with
the Elekta system.
Chapter 5
Image Quality comparison of three MegaVoltage
3D imaging implementations.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the aims and objectives outlined by Objective C in Chapter 1.3. It seeks
to examine the image quality achieved with two prototype MVCBCT systems and compares
them with a commercial Tomotherapy Hi Art II MVCT system.
Tomotherapy offers the benchmark in terms of image quality for 3D MV imaging. The
MVCT based imaging system used in Tomotherapy helical treatment systems has excellent MV
image quality for a number of design reasons. The lower energy of the treatment beam, fan
beam design instead of cone beam and the use of a commercial gas based CT detector array
allows improved image quality at a reduced dose. Although the comparison of prototype MV
conebeam CT systems based on a-Si EPIDs with Tomotherapy MVCT may not be on an equal
basis due to some fundamental differences in linac design and detectors, it does offer the “gold
standard” in terms of image quality acquired with MV photons.
MVCBCT images have been acquired using an Elekta Precise linac and iViewGT EPID
based on the system presented in Chapter 4, as well as a novel prototype MVCBCT system using
the widely available Varian 21iX linac and as500 EPID. The expansion of the previous system
and software across to a Varian 21iX linac provides an avenue for MVCBCT investigation onto
another vendors system which uses a different design for generating radiation when compared
to the Elekta system. This can address some of the limitations of the Elekta discussed in Chapter
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4 section 4.4.
Contrast to noise ratio, uniformity and imaging time have been assessed using the same
methods and metrics as those presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
5.2 Materials and Method
Images of a Gammex 464 Quality Assurance phantom [60] were acquired on all three systems
and then analysed using ImageJ [74, 75](US National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). The
reconstruction for the Tomotherapy data was performed using the vendors software. For the
Elekta and Varian prototype systems, image processing and reconstruction was performed using
the modified version of OSCaR and the in-house software developed in Chapters 3 and 4.
5.2.1 Delivery, Acquisition and Reconstruction
For the acquisition of imaging data on the Tomotherapy (Maddison, WA, USA) system images
were acquired using the normal and fine settings in the clinical software. These are pre-set by
the manufacturer, with slice thickness of 4 mm and 2 mm respectively. The maximum z range
(scan length along the Z axis into the bore) was selected for each scan. Images are acquired
using a reduced energy 3.5 MV [35, 56] beam and xenon gas based CT detector. Investigations
of the Tomotherapy imaging system have been presented in detail by Meeks et al [56]. Imaging
doses of 1-3 cGy have been reported for the various scanning modes of the Tomotherapy system
[11, 35, 56].
Images were acquired with the Varian system using a 6 MV, 200 degree arc of 10 MU
delivered in service mode (low dose rate setting, 10 MU/min), while using continuous image
acquisition mode in the Varian “AM maintenance” software with a Varian as500 EPID. A
continuous imaging mode was used (without beam pulse triggering for the EPID readout) due
to an insufficient number of projections being acquired if triggering is used at this low dose rate.
A field of 27.5 x 20 cm2 was used, with the EPID set to 150 cm source to detector distance.
Frame averaging of 4 frames was used, acquiring 84 projections for the arc. Acquired projec-
tions were down sampled to 256 x 192 pixels and reconstructed using OSCaR. Final data sets
were rebinned in the slice direction, to match the slice resolution (2 mm and 4 mm) for the three
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systems.
Acquisition with the Elekta Precise linac and iView GT EPID was performed delivering a 22
MU arc over 200 degrees with a field size of 22.5 x 22.5 cm2. Approximately 165 projections
were acquired in the XIS maintenance software and down sampled to 256 x 256 pixels prior to
reconstruction. Images were then reconstructed, and rebinned in the z direction (slice/parallel
to gantry axis of rotation) to match the slice resolutions of 2 mm and 4 mm.
Imaging parameters for the three different systems were chosen to create data sets with a
comparable voxel size. However due to the fundamentally different design of the linacs (and
dose rates achievable), EPID dimensions and the Tomotherapy system, parameters could not be
identical across all systems.
Images for the Elekta and Varian systems were pre-processed using the workflow presented
in Chapter 4 however FFT based filtering to remove pulse artifacts (shown in Chapter 4 section
4.3.1 ) was applied only to the Elekta data. Secondly, no extra flood scan or correction was
performed for the Varian data set, as a flood field gain calibration of the EPID is performed
automatically in the “AM Maintenance” software.
Images were reconstructed using a Hamming filter. After reconstruction images were post-
processed using an optimized technique depending on the linac system. For the reconstructed
images acquired with the Elekta system , the FFT based ring correction method shown in section
4.2.4.2 was used and the iterative uniformity correction (section 4.2.4.3) was applied. For the
Varian system the statistical based ring correction method was used, while a custom circular
uniformity ramp was used to correct for non-uniformity in the reconstructed images. These
methods were presented in sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3 respectively.
Imaging specifications of the systems are displayed in Table 5.1.
5.3 Quantitative Measurements
Quantitative pixel measurements were performed in ImageJ (National Institures of Health,
Bethesda,USA), with contrast to noise ratio (CNR) being measured on the CNR module of
the Gammex phantom, and uniformity measured with the uniformity module.
The metrics used for analysis were the same at those used in the previous chapters.
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Table 5.1: Imaging specifications for the three systems
Resolution Z Range(cm)
Number of
Reconstructed
Slices
Acquisition
Time (s)
Slice Thickness
(cm)
Tomotherapy
Normal 20 50 266 0.4
Tomotherapy
Fine 16.6 82 426 0.2
Varian 10 MU 23 ˜230 60 0.1
Elekta 22 MU 22.5 ˜230 90 0.1
5.3.1 Contrast to noise ratio
Contrast to noise ratio was evaluated using equation 3.1 presented in Chapter 3 section 3.2.4.2.
The mean of regions of interest in particular inserts were measured along with circular ring
regions of interest around each insert as the background measurement.
5.3.2 Uniformity
Uniformity was evaluated using equation 3.2 from Chapter 3 section 3.2.4.3. The difference in
the means of regions of interest in the periphery and centre measured in the uniformity module
of the Gammex phantom were calculated. Results were expressed as a percentage variation
compared with the mean value of the central region.
For Tomotherapy, images were converted from the DICOM image to an unsigned 16 bit tif
image, to shift pixel values into the positive range only. This allows direct comparison with the
prototype implementations.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Contrast to Noise Ratio
Results from the CNR measurements are shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2. Tomotherapy
showed the best contrast to noise ratio with all four inserts resolvable acquired with an imaging
dose significantly less than the MVCBCT systems. The Varian results in Figure 5.1b show 3
of the 4 inserts being resolvable. Finally the Elekta showed the lowest contrast to noise ratio
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when compared to the other systems. It can be seen in Table 5.2, that Tomotherapy achieved
approximately twice the CNR for bone when compared to the Varian (13 cf. 6.6) and the Varian
results achieved approximately twice the CNR of the Elekta ( 6.6 cf. 3).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.1: CNR slices from (a) Tomotherapy fine, (b) Varian 10 MU 2 mm slices, and (c)
Elekta 22 MU 2 mm slices.
Table 5.2: Contrast to noise ratio for the three different systems
CNR
Implementation Bone Air Acrylic Polyethylene
Elekta 22 MU 2 mm slices 3.09 5.41 0.7 0.55
Elekta 22 MU 4 mm slices 3.13 5.51 0.76 0.56
Varian 10 MU 2 mm slices 5.78 9.78 1.95 0.64
Varian 10 MU 4 mm slices 6.6 10.16 2.89 1.14
Tomotherapy fine (2 mm slices) 13.29 27.91 4.32 1.15
Tomotherapy normal (4 mm slices) 13.01 27.99 4.46 1.2
5.4.2 Uniformity
From the results in Table 5.3, it can be seen that the Tomotherapy scans had the best uniformity
compared to the Elekta and Varian results. Figure 5.2 shows a slice from which the uniformity
measurements were performed.
The Tomotherapy scans showed less than 1% uniformity variation in the four areas. The
uniformity for the Varian scans shows a range of variation, from ˜3%-7% in the left, top and
bottom regions, however the right region shows a variation of ˜20%. The Elekta scans show a
uniformity variation of approximately 2%- 9% in the various areas. It can be seen in Figures
5.2a and 5.2b that a reasonable uniformity across the image can be achieved with the Varian
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: Uniformity module of the Gammex Phantom. (a) is Tomotherapy Fine (2 mm
slices), (b) 10 MU Varian (2 mm slices), (c) 22 MU Elekta (2 mm slices).
Table 5.3: Uniformity (Uniformity is represented as the difference between the regions and the
centre signal as a percentage of the centre signal)
ROIs difference to centre signal as a %
Implementation Right Left Top Bottom
Elekta 22 MU 2 mm slices 2.34 6.04 7.64 5.38
Elekta 22 MU 4 mm slices 4.79 3.03 9.39 8
Varian 10 MU 2 mm slices 19.88 3.12 4.42 6.26
Varian 10 MU 4 mm slices 20.52 3.82 4.94 6.93
Tomotherapy Fine (2 mm slices) 0.78 0.9 0.87 0.71
Tomotherapy Normal (4 mm slices) 0.71 0.8 0.8 0.57
scan when compared to the Tomotherapy scan. Although the Elekta scan (Figure 5.2c) had a
numerically better uniformity than the Varian scan, it should also be noted the Elekta images
contained larger artifacts which can effect measurements by increasing the measured value in
the central region. This can be a limitation of using this uniformity method on images with
large artifacts.
5.5 Discussion
From the results presented above, it can be seen that the clinical Tomotherapy MVCT system
produces higher quality images when compared with the two prototype MVCBCT systems.
Tomotherapy produced images with a greater CNR at a lower dose (1-3 cGy) for a number
of reasons. Primarily the imaging beam in a Tomotherapy unit is of a lower energy of approxi-
mately 3.5 MV [57] which results in the photoelectric effect having an increased probability of
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interaction when compared with the 6 MV treatment beams of the other two systems. As the
probability of the photoelectric effect also depends on the atomic number of the material and
the effective atomic number variation of the various tissues in the body is large (˜7.4 for soft
tissue to ˜11 to 14 for bone [76]) the contrast achieved can be increased.
With the other two systems, the standard treatment beam is used, which results in a higher
mean energy when compared with Tomotherapy. This means Compton interactions make up a
higher proportion of the photon interactions. As the probability of Compton interactions also
depends on the electron density and the relative electron density variation of tissues in the body
is reduced when compared with the atomic number variation (˜1 for soft tissue to ˜1.1 to 1.7 for
bone [76]) the inherently achievable contrast is also reduced.
Secondly, the detectors used in the Tomotherapy system are based on a clinical CT detector
[56], which offer greater sensitivity and efficiency [77] when compared with an amorphous
silicon EPID.
The Varian scans produced results with a higher CNR and relatively more uniform images
with fewer artifacts (pulse, dead pixel and, geometrical movement) compared with the Elekta
images. Images were acquired at a low dose rate of 10 MU/min (10 MU for the arc), which
had been enabled on this particular 21iX. Both prototype systems acquired scans with a higher
exposure when compared with the Tomotherapy system, however they were restricted by linac
system limitations (tuning, design).
The lower CNR of the Elekta compared to the Varian can be partially explained by the effect
of increased artifacts in the Elekta images. Due to the different operating mode, the influence
of pulse artifacts on the image quality is reduced in the Varian system. Finally it should also
be noted that data was acquired on a newer Varian 21iX (˜5 years old), compared with data
acquired on an older Elekta Precise (˜10 years old). This can affect the quality of projections
acquired, due to radiation damage of the EPID (depending on the clinics service schedule), and
uncorrected geometrical movement in the EPID-gantry system.
The uniformity results showed a range values from all three systems. Tomotherapy data
had a uniformity with less than 1% variation compared to the centre signal. The Elekta had
the next best uniformity (worst region showed a ˜10% variation), however larger artifacts were
present in images used for analysis. The Varian uniformity results showed the largest variation
of approximately 20% in the right region when compared with the centre. The lowest variation
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region for the Varian scans was ˜3% in the bottom region. Further work to isolate the left-right
variance possibly due to scan range and EPID response on the Varian linac is planned.
Although the Tomotherapy system produced the highest quality images (when compared
with the prototype systems), it should also be noted that image acquisition time was significantly
longer. For a 2 mm slice resolution, the acquisition time on the Tomotherapy system was nearly
5 and 10 times longer (90 seconds (Elekta), and 40 seconds (Varian) cf. ˜430 seconds) when
compared to the Elekta and Varian systems. In a clinical situation this longer time could result
in more patient movement and a lower throughput.
Artifacts were also more prevalent in the prototype systems. This was mainly due to pulse
artifacts not fully being corrected on the Elekta system, ring artifacts due to dead pixels not
being completely corrected and also some geometrical artifacts in the reconstruction caused
by variability in the specification of the projection angle prior to reconstruction. This is due
to the inability to acquire the precise gantry angle for a given projection in arc mode without
hardware modification. Therefore projections were assumed to be evenly distributed throughout
the arc, resulting in some loss of precision. Subsequently methods been developed that were
now possible due to difference in the Varian system to improve the precision of the gantry
angle assigned to a projection for reconstruction and are presented in Chapter 6. Due to the
different performance of linacs of the same design, as well as differences in design between
vendors (Varian vs Elekta) processing steps and parameters were optimized to produce the
best images for each particular system. The parameters and processing steps chosen were
optimized at acquisition time to try and achieve projections of high enough quality to be used
for reconstruction. The scope of this investigation did not allow for a wide-scale parameter
comparison.
Some fundamental differences in the Tomotherapy system allow the improved image qual-
ity, and sets the “benchmark” for MV imaging. The helical fan beam design produces sig-
nificantly less scatter compared to the cone beam. Further the reduced beam energy and the
increased sensitivity of the gas based ring detector provide improved contrast when compared
with the standard 6 MV treatment beam and a-Si EPID. Finally the image processing and
reconstruction that is performed by the clinical system is protected by proprietary restrictions so
could not be tested independently. It should also be noted that direct image quality comparisons
were not able to be performed with a Siemens MVCBCT system like those performed by Morin
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et al [49] due to the inability to access the linac in Australia.
Finally, an advantage of the Elekta and Varian systems is that the dose to the patient can
be modelled with the treatment planning system. This means the imaging arcs can be added at
planning time, and the dose delivered taken into account when meeting DVH targets.
5.6 Conclusion
A comparison of three megavoltage 3D imaging systems has been presented. The image quality
of a clinical Tomotherapy system and two novel prototype MVCBCT systems based on Varian
and Elekta linacs have been investigated. In all systems bone, tissue and air were all resolvable.
Imaging time of the Varian and Elekta systems were shorter compared with Tomotherapy,
however larger image artifacts were present.
From the results presented in this chapter, the comparison of the prototype MVCBCT
systems with the benchmark Tomotherapy MVCT system has allowed further examination of
the image quality produced. The results from the first investigation of the Varian based system
also highlights some of the fundamental limitations with the Elekta system. This suggests
further investigation in to the lower dose Varian system is a viable option when trying to
approach the image quality achieved by the Tomotherapy system.
Chapter 6 presents extensions to the prototype MVCBCT based on a Varian linac and as500
EPID to further reduce the dose and improve image quality.
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Chapter 6
Low Dose extension of MVCBCT with a standard
Varian linac
6.1 Introduction
From the results presented in Chapter 5, the image quality achieved by the prototype Varian
based MVCBCT suggested that further improvement may be possible. Reducing the dose
while improving image quality would allow the cone beam based system to get closer to the
benchmark performance of the Tomotherapy MVCT system.
The aim in this chapter was to investigate possible extensions to the novel MVCBCT system
using a standard Varian linac presented in Chapter 5 to examine the image quality produced
from the reconstructed data using low exposure scans.
Projections of an anthropomorphic head phantom and Gammex QA phantom where ac-
quired with a Varian 21iX and as500 EPID. Scans of 5 MU, 8 MU and 10 MU were delivered
and 3D image sets reconstructed. Registration was performed between a planning CT of the
head phantom and the 5 MU data set. Quantitative image analysis was performed on recon-
structed data of the Gammex phantom. Uniformity and ring correction methods were applied
and the effects analysed.
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6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Acquisition
A standard Varian 21iX with an as500 EPID (512 x 384 pixels) was used to acquire projections
of an anthropomorphic head and Gammex 464 QA (Gammex RMI, Middleton, WI )[60] phan-
toms. The Gammex phantom is 16 cm long with a diameter of 20 cm and the head phantom
the approximate size of a human head and neck. The phantoms were placed on the couch
and set-up at the isocentre using the in room lasers. The EPID was set to 150 cm SSD. The
“physics/service” board was used for couch protection (at the expense of a small amount of
extra attenuation) in this particular instance.
A 6 MV beam using low dose rate modes of 5 MU/min and 10 MU/min was used for
delivery. Arcs of 5 MU at a dose rate of 5 MU/min , 8 MU at 10 MU/min and 10 MU at 10
MU/min were delivered over 200 degrees (180◦ to 340◦), with a field size of 19 cm x 27 cm.
The standard Varian “AM Maintenance” software that comes pre-installed was used to
acquire the frames from the EPID. Continuous acquisition with 4 frame averaging was used
for each projection. Pulse triggered readout modes could not be used due to the low dose rate
and an insufficient number of frames acquired. Approximately 70-85 projections were acquired
during each scan depending on the dose rate used.
A planning CT of the head phantom was also acquired using a Siemens Open Sensation CT
(Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) simulator for reference. It should be noted that the planning
CT of the head phantom had some wax bolus applied at the time of scanning, which was not
present during the MVCBCT scans. This was due to clinical restraints at the time and did not
affect the results of the investigation.
6.2.2 Pre-processing and Reconstruction
Pre-processing and reconstruction was performed using a similar workflow to that demonstrated
in the previous chapters.
Projection images were intensity inverted (converting dark pixels to light), median filtered
(presented in the previous chapters) and then down sampled to a resolution of 256 x 192
pixels. As described in Chapter 5, additional flood correction was not performed for this
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investigation, as a flood field gain calibration of the EPID is performed automatically in the
“AM Maintenance” software.
Due to the absence of gantry angle information being stored in the projection file headers, a
method was developed to identify at which angle each projection was acquired. A simple ball
bearing phantom (shown in Figure 6.1a) was used to develop an enhanced implementation based
on a technique by Rowshanfarzad et al. [78]. Projections of the ball bearing phantom were
acquired for the different arcs to characterise each scan “mode” (dose/dose rate combination).
The ball bearings were automatically detected (Figure 6.1b) in each projection using custom
image processing techniques implemented in Matlab. The horizontal distance between ball
bearings is calculated and converted to angle for each projection. The detected angle is then
associated with projections acquired of the head and Gammex phantom to be used subsequently
in the reconstruction stage.
This novel technique was possible on the Varian system due to higher quality projections
being acquired at the low doses (presented in Chapter 5) which allowed the application of au-
tomatic ball bearing detection techniques. Secondly a feature present in the “AM maintenance”
software could detect when the beam was on to trigger the start of the continuous acquisition,
this trigger provided improved reproducibility to characterise the scans performed on the head
and Gammex phantoms.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) photograph of the simple ball bearing phantom on the couch. (b) ball bearings
detected in the projection
Image reconstruction was performed using a GPU optimized developmental version of
OsCAR [17] presented in Chapter 4. Image data sets were reconstructed into volumes of 261
x 261 x 181 slices with 1 mm voxels. Reconstruction time took approximately 45 seconds per
data set.
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6.2.3 Post Processing
Two post processing steps were investigated to improve the image quality, the first to improve
the uniformity and the second to reduce the presence of ring artifacts. These methods were first
used with an Elekta linac and EPID presented in Chapter 4 and were subsequently adapted for
this investigation with a Varian linac and EPID.
Two uniformity correction techniques were implemented, one based on a user optimized
radial ramp and the second method based on an iterative technique developed by Zheng et
al. [71]. A ramp can be created by the user based on uniformity measurements to adjust the
amount of correction applied. The iterative method attempts to correct for vignetting and bias
in a detector for each projection [70].
Ring correction was performed using a modified version of the algorithm developed by
Yang et al. [69]. The algorithm is based on a radial sliding window, with a variance threshold.
If variance is greater than the threshold, the pixels are replaced by the mean of the window. This
algorithm allows the optimisation of variance threshold and window size which can accommo-
date varying levels of ring artifacts.
6.2.4 Image Registration
Image registration was performed using the reconstructed data from the 5 MU scan with no
corrections applied and with the planning CT of the head phantom. The application 3D Slicer
v4 [79, 80] was used to load and register both image sets.
Both images were registered by using only translation and rotation degrees of freedom, with
no deformable modifications being applied to either data set. Position was adjusted manually
to achieve a match of bony landmarks and anantomy. External soft tissue contours (lips,nose)
were then checked and adjustments made if needed.
6.2.5 Quantitative Measurements
Quantitative pixel measurements were performed in ImageJ (National Institures of Health,
Bethesda,USA), with the contrast to noise ratio (CNR) being measured on the module of the
Gammex phantom containing inserts of different material and the uniformity measured using
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the uniformity module.
6.2.5.1 Contrast to noise ratio
Contrast to noise ratio was evaluated using equation 3.1 based on the same method as used in
previous chapters. The mean of regions of interest in particular inserts were measured, along
with circular ring regions of interest around each insert as the background measurement.
6.2.5.2 Uniformity
Uniformity was evaluated in two ways for this investigation. The same method as used in
Chapter 4 based on equation 4.1 was performed to allow direct comparison with earlier results.
A second method has also been used here to further characterise the non-uniformity seen across
the image.
Intensity profiles were sampled by averaging multiple rows across a rectangular ROI in the
reconstructed slices of the uniformity module of the Gammex phantom. Sampled values were
then normalised to the mean of a small square ROI in the centre of the image. Profiles for
uncorrected images have been shown for the 10 MU, 8 MU and 5 MU scans as well as profiles
from the images for the 5 MU scan that have had uniformity corrections applied.
6.3 Results
Results for the 10 MU, 8 MU and 5 MU scans with no post processing have been presented,
as well as an additional set showing the effects of the post processing steps being applied. For
brevity only the additional post processed results of the lowest dose scan (5 MU) have been
presented separately in the results section.
6.3.1 Contrast to Noise Ratio
Measurements from the insert module in the Gammex phantom are shown in Table 6.1 and
images shown in Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.2 the bone, air and acrylic inserts are resolvable in
all scans however the polyethylene insert was not resolvable. The CNR of the inserts reduces
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with dose as expected, following the known relationship of increasing noise due to a reduction
of dose/photons and therefore decreasing the CNR [35] as shown in Table 6.1, with the 10
MU scan recording the highest CNR for each insert followed by the 8 MU and 5 MU scans
respectively. Ring artifacts are evident in all scans, as well as some shadow being cast by the
inserts. The shadows appear as a weak line artefact which could arise from missing angular
samples or some inaccuracy in the assignment of the angles to the start and stop projections.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.2: Reconstructed slices of the material insert module in the Gammex phantom. Inserts
of Bone (top right), air (bottom right) and acrylic (bottom left) are visible in the 10 MU (a), 8
MU (b) , 5 MU scans (c)
Table 6.1: Contrast to Noise Ratio for each insert in the Gammex phantom
Contrast to Noise Ratio
Scan Bone Air Acrylic Polyethylene
Varian 5 MU 3.69 10.59 1.33 0.55
Varian 8 MU 5 11.57 1.47 0.57
Varian 10 MU 5.47 12.44 1.69 0.64
6.3.2 Uniformity
Reconstructed images from the uniformity module are shown in Figure 6.3 and intensity profiles
are shown in Figure 6.4. Profiles shown in Figure 6.4 indicate there is a similar level of non -
uniformity seen in all scans. This is also reflected in the Figure 6.3, with a darkening gradient
visible towards the centre. The central artifact also has some effect on the normalised profile
results, as seen in the central sections of the profiles. A large variation between the outer
and inner sections of the sampled profiles is apparent. The suggested cause of non-uniformity
across this image has been shown by others [61] to be a combination of beam hardening effects,
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increased detector response to softer off axis x-rays, as well as increased scatter from the
phantom.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: Slices from the uniformity module in the Gammex phantom for the 10 MU (a), 8
MU (b), 5 MU (c) scans
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Figure 6.4: Graph of normalised pixel intensity profiles across the Gammex phantom for 10
MU, 8 MU and 5 MU scans
6.3.3 Uniformity Correction
Results from the uniformity correction techniques are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Figure
6.5 shows slices from the 5 MU scan, with 6.5a showing the original 5 MU scan, 6.5b shows
the custom uniformity correction technique and 6.5c shows the iterative uniformity technique.
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Image windows have been adjusted to highlight the uniformity variation across the images.
Figure 6.6 shows normalised intensity profiles across the images. It can be see that the custom
and iterative uniformity correction methods reduce the variation across the profiles.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: Slices from uniformity module of the Gammex phantom for the 5 MU scan for (a)
original (b) custom uniformity correction and (c) iterative uniformity correction
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Figure 6.6: Normalised intensity profiles for the 5 MU scan, for the original reconstruction,
custom uniformity correction and iterative uniformity correction.
Both methods showed an improvement in uniformity, with the iterative method providing
the most correction, as shown in Figure 6.6. This can also be seen in Figure 6.5c with reduced
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Table 6.2: Low Dose Uniformity (Uniformity is represented as the difference between the
regions and the centre signal as a percentage of the centre signal)
ROIs difference to centre signal as a %
Implementation Left Right Top Bottom
Varian 5 MU 99.4 60.5 71.6 58.3
Varian 8 MU 90.9 53.2 62.5 51.2
Varian 10 MU 90.1 53.1 64.3 51.8
Varian 5 MU Custom Uni 57.5 29.7 36.2 27.9
Varian 5 MU Iterative Uni 35.8 10.3 17.7 8.7
gradient seen when compared with Figure 6.5a. Figure 6.5b also shows a visible reduction in
the gradient present in the image.
Results using the uniformity metric (as used in the previous chapters) is shown in Table 6.2
with the results for the uncorrected and corrected data shown. As also shown in the previous
figures, a significant uniformity variation can be seen in the different regions. The effect of the
uniformity corrections methods can also be seen, with the iterative correction method providing
the best results. A reduction of approximately 65% in the non-uniformity of the worst region
and approximately 50% in the best region was observed.
Note: for comparison with the uniformity results presented in Chapter 5, a switch of the left
and right labels exists due to a reversal of the phantom at imaging time. For convenience the
column orders are matched for direct comparison.
6.3.4 Head Phantom
Reconstructed images of the head phantom are shown in Figure 6.7(d-l). Results from the
planning CT scan are shown in Figure 6.7(a-c) for reference. Bolus is visible on the planning
CT, but had been removed from the phantom before acquisition of the MVCBCT results. This
was due to clinical use of the phantom at the time requiring bolus.
As shown in Figure 6.7, the anatomy was identifiable in all MVCBCT scans even at 5 MU.
Air cavities, bone and soft tissues were clearly resolvable, including smaller structures such
as the septum in the sinus cavity. Surface contours of the phantom are also clearly resolved
including small features shown in the indents of the lips. Anatomical features can be compared
with the reference CT scan show in Figure 6.7(a-c). A reduction in contrast and increased noise
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
(f)
(g) (h)
(i)
(j) (k)
(l)
Figure 6.7: Reconstructed images of the head phantom at 10 MU (d-f), 8 MU (g-i) and 5 MU
(j-l) (No post processing applied). The planning CT has also been shown for reference (a-c).
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is also visible as the exposure of the scan decreases, as shown in Figures 6.7f, 6.7i and Figure
6.7l.
Vertical stripes visible in the centre of the sagital images arise from a combination of
artifacts present in the projections and the intersection of the image plane with ring artifacts
visible in the centre of the axial images. These ring and line artifacts are due to uncorrected
pixel defects as well as response variations in the EPID. Some streaking from the reduced
number of projections is also visible in the axial images.
6.3.5 Registration
Registration was performed with reconstructed images of the 5 MU data set of the head phantom
with the planning CT shown in Figure 6.8. Alignment was achieved with bony anatomy and
air structures providing good contrast. The surface of the phantom also shows a good match
between the 5 MU scan and the planning CT. A volume render of the MVCBCT data is shown
in the top right of Figure 6.8 matched with the planes of the planning CT.
When positioning the patient at treatment time, visualisation of the soft tissue and tumour
provides information for accurate delivery of the radiation to the tumour. However in certain
treatment areas such as the head and neck, registration with bony anatomy can provide an ac-
ceptable level of accuracy. The close match between the planning CT and the 5 MU MVCBCT
images suggests image quality is of a high enough standard to be clinically useful in certain
treatment areas. Secondly, alignment of soft tissue can be used in the 5 MU MVCBCT sets in
certain areas. The contour of the nose and lips, as well as the sinus cavity offer good contrast at
the air/tissue boundaries. This has been highlighted in Figure 6.10.
A zoomed section of the axial section is shown in Figure 6.9. A small misalignment can be
seen between the MVCBCT and planning CT further suggesting the use of external soft tissue
contours to aid registration is possible with the image quality achieved by the 5 MU MVCBCT
scan.
An additional colour sagittal slice with an intentional 2 mm shift in the anterior posterior
(AP) direction is shown in Figure 6.10 with areas of visible mismatch highlighted by the arrows.
The blue image set is the 5 MU MVCBCT scan while the orange set is the planning CT. The
clearly visible differences in alignment with a shift of 2 mm again suggests image quality is
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Figure 6.8: Screen shot of registration performed in Slicer with the 5 MU scan of the head
phantom registered with the planning CT. Top right shows the volume render of the MVCBCT
set with the orthogonal planes of the planning CT set
good enough for registration tasks.
Figure 6.9: Zoomed Section of Axial Image
6.3.6 Ring Correction
The results of the ring correction algorithm are shown in Figure 6.11b. A visible reduction
in the number and magnitude of ring artifacts is visible when compared with the unprocessed
images shown in Figure 6.11a. Although a reduction in ring artifacts has been demonstrated it
is accompanied by a loss in spatial resolution. The amount of correction and blurring can be
adjusted by the user by setting optimal thresholds and window sizes.
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Figure 6.10: Coloured sagittal slice of the head registration, right image shifted 2 mm AP
direction. (Blue:MVCBCT, Orange:kV CT for treatment planning)
(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: A slice from the head phantom of the 5 MU scan (a) and with ring correction
applied (b)
6.4 Discussion
Reconstructed images of the head phantom in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show a good match to the
reference planning CT. Small anatomical structures are resolvable as well as bone, tissue and
various air cavities. Although some artifacts are present and an increased noise visible with
the 5 MU scan compared with the 8 MU and 10 MU scans, image quality was high enough
to perform registration of the reconstructed 5 MU with the planning CT as shown in Figure
6.8. A good match was achieved with alignment of bone, tissue and air structures being
successfully performed. Along with a scan time of approximately 1 minute for the 5 MU scan
and approximately 45 seconds for reconstruction, this methodology suggests that MVCBCT
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with a standard Varian linac is feasible in time, scan exposure and image quality. Although this
investigation has looked at the head and neck area, further work into other sites exhibiting lower
tissue contrast such as the pelvis is warranted.
The contrast to noise ratio reduced as the exposure of the scan was reduced due to the
reduction in quantity of photons and increase in noise.This is shown by Table 6.1, however
3 of the 4 inserts were still resolvable in all MVCBCT reconstructed data as seen in Figure
6.2c. The non - uniformity across the images is also demonstrated in Figures 6.3 and 6.4,
with a visible gradient apparent as well as a large variation shown in the intensity profiles at
the outer edges when compared with the centre. The suggested [61] cause of non-uniformity
or “cupping” artifacts is due to a combination of beam hardening effects, increased detector
response to softer off axis x-rays, as well as increased scatter from the phantom.
The effects of the uniformity correction techniques are shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. A
large improvement in uniformity can be seen in both a reduction in the visible gradient in the
images of Figure 6.5 as well as a reduced variation of the profile edges compared with the
centre region. The iterative technique showed the most improvement however the amount of
correction automatically applied can vary depending on the data set used. With the custom
uniformity correction applied, an improvement in uniformity is apparent, as well as being
corrected by a known amount configured by the user. This method allows further optimisation
by the user to develop a ramp that applies adequate and reproducible corrections based on
profile measurements and performance of a given detector. It should also be noted that the
artifact visible in the centre of the axial images and as vertical lines in the coronal images can
have an effect on the uniformity of the image, as values were normalised to a central region of
interest.
The application of the ring correction algorithm shown in Figure 6.11 suggests that a rea-
sonable removal of ring artifacts can be achieved without a large degradation in image quality.
Although some blurring is visible, the amount of blurring and the magnitude of the ring artifacts
corrected can be adjusted by the user to reach an acceptable compromise.
The image quality from the prototype MVCBCT system presented here demonstrates clini-
cally useful images can be achieved at exposures in the order of standard MV portal imaging of
approximately 2 MU to 5 MU per image depending on the clinical protocol. The reduced dose
extensions to the MVCBCT system and artifact correction techniques have improved the image
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quality and have moved towards the benchmark of MV imaging provided by Tomotherapy.
Finally verification of the dose delivered can be confirmed using the commissioned treatment
planning system model and absolute dose point measurements in a phantom using clinically
available devices.
6.5 Conclusion
Further extensions to a novel prototype MVCBCT system for lower dose imaging based on a
standard Varian 21iX linac and as500 EPID has been investigated. Scans with exposures of
5 MU, 8 MU and 10 MU were acquired with key anatomy resolvable in an anthropomorphic
head phantom with reconstructed volumes of ˜1 mm sized voxels. Bony landmark registration
was successfully performed with the 5 MU scan and planning CT of the head phantom using
only manual shifts of the position and roll. Further external soft tissue contours were also used
to demonstrate alignment. Exposure of the 5 MU MVCBCT scan is in the order of traditional
planar MV imaging with 2 MU to 5 MU per image, suggesting clinically useful 3D MVCBCT
images can be acquired with this system at an acceptable dose level.
The developments presented in this chapter have demonstrated the ability to register low
dose reconstructed 3D image sets acquired with a standard linac and EPID. No additional
hardware was required and the reconstruction was performed in an acceptable time frame on
low cost consumer level hardware. The feasibility of MVCBCT as a low cost imaging modality
to aid patient positioning has been demonstrated.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Feasibility of MVCBCT with a standard linac
The investigation presented in Chapter 3 examined the feasibility of MVCBCT with a standard
Elekta linac. Although images could be acquired and reconstructed with a standard linac,
significant artifacts were apparent in the reconstructed images. From the reconstructed data,
the shape and anatomical features of the phantoms could be resolved, however images were
obscured by pulse artifacts in the projections due to continuous readout of the EPID panel as
well as ring artifacts occurring due to dead or under-responding pixels in the detector. The
parameters used in the investigation started at high exposure levels (180 MU) to assess image
quality with a high SNR and then reduced to the lowest dose levels (22 MU) that could be
achieved on that particular linac. This feasibility investigation suggested that 3D images can
be reconstructed from MVCBCT scans acquired on an unmodified linac, however significant
artifacts were present.
7.2 Image Quality and Workflow Improvements
The investigation described in Chapter 4 explores methods to improve the image quality of
MVCBCT scans acquired using a standard Elekta Precise linac. This investigation developed a
number of techniques to address artifacts which were apparent in the results of the feasibility
investigation. A workflow was developed to apply image processing techniques pre and post re-
construction as well as improvements in the reconstruction algorithm implementation to reduce
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the time for 3D reconstruction of the projections.
Some pre-processing steps included median filtering for dead pixel correction, Fourier fil-
tering for pulse artefact removal as well as Weiner filtering for adaptive noise removal were
applied. Post processing techniques to remove ring artifacts were applied using FFT methods
as well as a statistical based method. Uniformity correction was also developed using a custom
ramp method as well as an adaption of an iterative algorithm to improve the uniformity of re-
constructed images. Reconstruction time of the data sets was also significantly improved (330%
faster) using parallelisation modifications of OSCaR to utilise the GPU as well as multithreading
on the CPU.
Image quality improvements due to the development of the workflow and artifact correction
techniques were significant. A large reduction in the magnitude of the pulse artifacts was
achieved as well as a reduction in the ring artefacts and improvements in the uniformity seen
across the image. Reductions in reconstruction time using the enhanced open source software
also improved the performance of the system. This investigation further demonstrated the
possibility of using a standard Elekta precise linac and EPID for MVCBCT scans.
7.3 Image Quality comparison of three MegaVoltage 3D imaging imple-
mentations.
Chapter 5 presented results of the investigation comparing the image quality achieved with a
commercial Tomotherapy MVCT system and prototype MVCBCT systems developed for an
Elekta Linac as well as a Varian linac. Quantitative measurements were performed comparing
the three systems. As expected the “gold standard” Tomotherapy MVCT system showed supe-
rior image quality at the lowest dose due to the reduced beam energy, detector design and fan
beam configuration, however the prototype systems still produced reconstructed images of a
satisfactory quality for patient positioning. The exposure of this particular Varian configuration
was approximately half that of the Elekta system while still producing images of an acceptable
quality due to the differing designs of the linacs and the way the pulsed radiation is generated,
as well as the way the EPID readout.
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7.4 Low Dose extension of MVCBCT with a standard Varian linac
Chapter 6 presents results from further investigation of MVCBCT with a standard Varian linac
and as500 EPID. Extensions of the MVCBCT presented in Chapter 5 were performed to im-
prove image quality of data sets acquired at a low dose. An improved method using a simple
ball bearing phantom was developed to determine the angle at which projections were acquired
to be used in reconstruction. This was required due to the lack of gantry angle information
being stored in the file header of the projection images. This technique was used for each of
the scan “protocols” to characterise the acquisition to allow for the change in rotation speed,
dose rate, exposure and number of projections acquired. Scans of 5 MU, 8 MU and 10 MU
were delivered to an anthropomorphic head phantom as well as the Gammex QA phantom used
in the previous chapters. Quantitative image quality analysis was preformed comparing the 5
MU, 8MU and 10 MU scans. Reconstructed images of the head phantom acquired with the 5
MU scan were also registered with the planning CT acquired of the head phantom. An accurate
match was achieved between the MVCBCT and planning CT with key anatomy being clearly
resolved to aid the successful registration. Although correction techniques did improve image
quality, artifacts were still present in the image due to panel readout and artifacts occurring in
the projections.
The results from this investigation suggest reconstructed 3D image sets were of a sufficient
quality to perform accurate registration to aid accurate patient positioning with a standard Varian
linac and EPID. Exposures for these scans were also at a clinically feasible level being in the
order of one to two MV portal images used regularly for patient setup. The time required to
acquire and reconstruct the data was also short enough to be clinically useful and comparable
with current kVCBCT systems.
7.5 Novel Developments
Novelty has been shown in a number of areas throughout this body of work. Two novel
prototype MVCBCT systems with standard linacs from Elekta and Varian have been developed.
No hardware modifications were required, with the novel MVCBCT systems created within
tight clinical and budgetary restrictions. New image processing techniques have been developed
and adapted in a number of areas. An adaptation of a Fourier based method was performed to
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provide a novel pulse artifact correction technique for the Elekta system. Secondly the creation
of a user definable uniformity correction ramp as well as adaptation of ring and uniformity
correction techniques from other fields for use in MV imaging have been unique developments.
Enhancement of the reconstruction package OSCaR is also an area of novel development.
GPU and CPU acceleration of OSCaR in a high level language such as Matlab creates an open
system that can run on a variety of low cost hardware (gaming GPU / laptop), allowing images
to be reconstructed at the time of acquisition. This further supports the low cost aims of this
project and when coupled with the other software developments, a novel research platform has
been created to aid further investigations.
Novel enhancements and extensions of a technique the can determine the angle from which
a projection was acquired was developed using a custom phantom and modified computer
algorithm to automatically detect the ball bearings. This allowed characterisation of the low
dose scans, which further improved the reconstructed image quality.
Finally the development of the low dose Varian MVCBCT system has been novel. Achiev-
ing images of high enough quality to be able to registered acquired at clinically feasible dose
levels and scan times has been demonstrated using this newly developed system.
7.6 Further Work
The investigations performed in this study have lead on to additional areas of exploration in
the use of MVCBCT. Work currently being investigated clinically from this thesis include
investigations into the effect of implants on IMRT treatments and the use of MVCBCT data
to correct for artefacts caused by implants in the kV CT treatment planning simulation scans as
well as characterise the electron density for accurate dose calculation by the treatment planning
system. Further use of MVCBCT data in Monte Carlo simulations is also being investigated.
Other avenues of exploration also include the possibility of combining kV projections and MV
projections to be used in reconstruction, reducing the time needed for acquisition. Additionally,
development of upper and lower thresholds for imaging dose of various protocols will be an
ongoing process, depending on patient specific information such as site and organs at risk, the
modality of treatment and the targets trying to be achieved by the radiation oncologist.
With new linacs such as the TrueBeam by Varian supporting optional lower energy imaging
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modes of 2.5MV, further work to explore the achievable image quality of MVCBCT with these
systems, including uses in 4D imaging is desired. At the moment, no linacs in Queensland are
available to pursue this, however there is hope that as more TrueBeam linacs are installed, this
option will be chosen and become available for research.
A longer term project is to investigate possible improvements from geometrical corrections
being applied to the projections prior to reconstruction. This is expected to be a small effect with
the Varian Exact Arm system, however for older Elekta systems, corrections could yield larger
improvements. Significant application development is required to enable accurate automated
detection of markers in poor image quality projections, and repeated measurements on the same
linac without re-calibration occurring is required.
Finally a tangent from this work has led to the investigation of using MVCBCT for acquiring
3D data of dense metallic objects which are not suitable to be kV CT scanned for non-destructive
testing and metrology uses. Possible security applications for screening of objects in crates, or
hidden in other dense objects has also been identified for further investigation.
7.7 Conclusion
From the results of the investigations presented in this body of work, MegaVoltage cone beam
CT using a standard linac and EPID has been demonstrated. Methods were developed to
deliver, acquire and process images from the EPID and then used to reconstruct 3D data sets.
Artifacts influencing image quality have been identified and methods developed to reduce the
impact on reconstructed image quality. Three dimensional registration of reconstructed low
dose MVCBCT data sets acquired at clinically feasible exposures have been registered with
a planning CT to an acceptable accuracy. This suggests MVCBCT with a standard linac and
EPID may be of a good enough quality for IGRT applications. Reconstruction time has been
reduced and software improved to allow reconstruction of image sets in useful timeframes on
low cost computing hardware.
Functional prototype MVCBCT systems were developed within tight clinical and budgetary
constraints on clinical radiotherapy platforms from two different vendors (Elekta and Varian).
The work and developments presented here have created a platform for further research into
MVCBCT applications.
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Finally this work also suggests that clinical low cost implementations of MVCBCT with
standard linacs could be developed further in partnership with vendors to bring cost effective
3D imaging for IGRT treatments to developing countries.
Appendix A
Appendix A : Software Screenshots
Figure A.1 presented here shows a screen-shot taken of the custom pre-processing software
created for this project. Acquired projections can be modified and then a CSV file generated
for input into the reconstruction software OSCaR. The pre-processing software can be used for
flood correction, artifact removal and optimisation of parameters to aid experimentation of the
reconstructions stage. The top left pane shows the original acquired projections, the bottom left
pane shows the flood field projections and the top right pane shows the modified projections
after the desired image processing steps have been applied and the bottom right pane shows the
CSV file that will be created and exported.
Figure A.2 shows a screen-shot of the post processing software developed in Matlab where
ring correction and uniformity corrections can be applied. In this figure the top left pane
shows the reconstructed slices, the bottom left pane shows the custom uniformity filter that
was created, the bottom right section allows for the modification of the custom uniformity ramp
parameters and the top right hand pane shows the modified images after the image processing
steps have applied. The functions have been detailed in the previous sections, however some
additional functionality to improve workflow have been added, such as manual dead pixel
correction, modification of the image stack and display optimisations (custom window/widths
etc). All image processing has been performed using inbuilt Matlab functionality or custom
code when required.
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Figure A.1: Screenshot of the pre processing software written in Matlab
Figure A.2: Screenshot of the post processing software written in Matlab
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A.1 Reconstruction Speed Enhancements
Performance enhancement of OSCaR as detailed in the previous chapters was achieved using
two main methods. The multi-threaded CPU implementation used inbuilt Matlab functions
such as “matlabpool” which allows the creation of a pool of workers that work in parallel. The
reconstruction is performed by multiple workers then aggregated into one final 3D array. For
the GPU implementation, linear algebra operations were selectively performed on the GPU to
reduce the calculation time. Not all GPU operations resulted in an overall faster reconstruction
due to the memory overhead of transferring the data back and forth from the GPU memory to
System memory. The inbuilt Matlab profiler was used to verify and asses performance gains
command by command. An example of a Matlab GPU function which increased performance
was “gpuArray” which allows the execution of a mathematical operation to every element of
the array in parallel (providing the array fits in the GPU memory). This allows the use of the
hundreds of small “cores” on a GPU at the same time, which would otherwise be executed
sequentially in a loop on a normal CPU. The syntax and supported hardware is constantly
evolving with each new version of Matlab and the Parallel computing Toolbox.
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Appendix B
Appendix B : Summary of Systems and Parameters
A Summary of Systems and Parameters is presented in the following tables grouped by chapter.
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